On June 8, 2011, representatives from the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) met with representatives from GS 1 US, Inc. (“GS1 US”), Financial Intergroup, and the J.M. Smucker Company (“J.M. Smucker”). The SEC representatives at the meeting were Tom Eady, Michael Gaw, Dave Michehl, Brian Trackman, Sarah Albertson, and Yvonne Fraticelli from the Division of Trading and Markets; and Jonathan Sokobin, Adam Glass, and Matthew Reed from the Division of Risk, Strategy, and Financial Innovation. The GS1 US representatives at the meeting were Bernie Hogan and Kenneth Traub. The Financial InterGroup representatives at the meeting were Richard R. Tinervin and Allan D. Grody. The J.M. Smucker representative at the meeting was Ben Johnson.

At the meeting, the GS1 US representatives, the Financial InterGroup representatives, and the J.M. Smucker representative provided their views regarding legal entity identifiers and other types of identifiers. Copies of materials provided at the meeting are attached.
[No agenda available for this meeting.]
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GS1 Solution Outline

• GS1 System in use for nearly 40 years by over 25 industries

• **Existing** legal entity identifier (the “GLN”)  
  • Over 1.5 million in use today  
  • Self-assignment based on GS1 Global Company Prefix

• **Existing** US registry for legal entity identifiers (the “GS1 US GLN Registry”)  
  • Nearly 300,000 legal entity identifiers self-registered  
  • Core set of 28 reference data attributes – including 10 of the 19 identified in the SIFMA-led requirements document

• **Existing** global reference data synchronization network (the “GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network”)  
  • 6.8 million identifiers self-registered worldwide  
  • 1000s of reference data attributes for each identifier  
  • 132 countries served  
  • 28 federated data pools worldwide

• Identification system extensible to instrument / contract, financial event / corporate action, and transaction identifiers
How It Works – Use Cases

• These slides illustrate typical use cases for allocation and use of LEIs and their reference data, as they would work under the GS1 proposal

• Use case #1: A company wants to create new LEIs for two operating divisions.

• Use cases #2 – 3: A company wants to register an LEI for use in financial transactions
  • Use case #2 – core attributes only (short term solution)
  • Use case #3 – extended attributes, using RDRA (long term solution)

• Use case #4: A company wants to obtain reference data regarding an LEI it encountered in a financial document

• Use case #5: A data provider assists in enhancing a company’s legacy data with LEIs, in the context of a regulatory request for information

• Use case #6: A regulator audits the reference data associated with an LEI

• Use case #7: A company spins out a new corporate entity
• GS1’s Legal Entity Identifier (the “GLN”) is a 13-digit number:

0614141 00001 2

First few digits assigned by GS1 to a company – **globally unique**. Company now has capacity to self-assign many LEIs

Remaining digits self-assigned by a company to create a single LEI

13th digit is a “check digit”, calculated from the other twelve digits (helps avoid keying errors)

“GS1 Global Company Prefix” (GCP)
Use Case 1: A company wants to create new LEIs for two operating divisions

1. Company needs an LEI for its XYZ division
2. Company requests a GS1 Company Prefix (GCP)
3. GS1 confirms identity and status of requesting organization including validating financial regulatory jurisdiction and certification authority
4. GS1 allocates a unique GS1 Company Prefix (6-11 digits) and records the GCP in its GCP Registry
5. Company records its GS1 Company Prefix
6. Company creates an LEI for XYZ division by adding digits to its GCP to form a 13-digit LEI

The GS1 Company Prefix gives the company the capacity to issue 10 – 1,000,000 LEIs.

A 11-digit prefix gives capacity for 10 LEIs, a 10-digit prefix gives capacity for 100 LEIs, and so on. Capacity is matched to company’s needs.

Candidate LEI for XYZ: 0614141000012

The company did not need to return to GS1 to allocate the new LEI. LEIs are self-allocated once a GS1 Company Prefix is obtained ➔ faster, lower cost.

3. GS1 confirms identity and status of requesting organization including validating financial regulatory jurisdiction and certification authority
4. GS1 allocates a unique GS1 Company Prefix (6-11 digits) and records the GCP in its GCP Registry
5. Company records its GS1 Company Prefix

6. Company creates an LEI for ABC division by adding digits to its GCP to form a 13-digit LEI

Candidate LEI for ABC: 0614141000029

A company may obtain another GS1 Company Prefix if it exhausts the capacity of the first.

The actual LEI creation is done by the company acting on its own

This is just a candidate LEI at this stage; it must be registered prior to use in financial transactions (see Use Case #2)
Variable-Length GCP Accommodates Varying Capacity Needs

GCP = 0614141

Large Company

7-digit GCP

0614141 12345 2

LEI = 0614141123452

5-digit Entity # (capacity for 100,000 different LEIs)

GCP = 08699999999

Small Company

11-digit GCP

08699999999 1 3

LEI = 0869999999913

1-digit Entity # (capacity for 10 different LEIs)

GCP = 08699999999

GS1 Member Organization

Individual LEI = 0181234567894

Tiny Company

One LEI

LEI = 0181234567894
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Where standards get down to business
Non-intelligent Numbers

- The GS1 Global Company Prefix is a means to allocate numbers, not to encode their relationships
  - The meaning of a number is contained in its reference data
  - Two LEIs sharing common prefix are not necessarily related
  - Two related LEIs do not necessarily share common prefix

- Example: Merger
  - Company A (LEI = 0614141000012) buys Company B (LEI = 033333000005), and operates it as a subsidiary
    ▪ Afterward, B’s LEI is still 033333000005

- Example: Spin-out
  - Company A (LEI = 0614141000012) spins out its XYZ subsidiary (LEI = 0614141000029)
    ▪ Afterward, XYZ’s LEI is still 0614141000029

- Conclusion: corporate relationships are understood through reference data, not by parsing the numbers
Use case #2: A company wants to register an LEI for use in financial transactions – core attributes only

1. Company creates a new candidate LEI (Use Case #1)
2. Company defines reference data for LEI
3. Company submits LEI and reference data to its preferred auditor / certifying authority
4. Auditor / authority certifies accuracy of core reference data
5. GS1 verifies LEI's GCP, certification
6. GS1 records LEI, and core attributes

The content of reference data is set by industry standards (e.g., minimum data sets, XBRL templates). The standards take regulatory mandates into account.

This step may be subject to local regulation.

GS1 LEI Registry stores a small number of core attributes.
Use case 3: A company wants to register an LEI for use in financial transactions – with extended attribute using RDRA

1. Company creates a new candidate LEI (Use Case #1)
2. Company defines reference data for LEI
3. Company submits LEI and reference data to its preferred auditor / certifying authority
4. Auditor / authority certifies accuracy of reference data
5. This step may be subject to local regulation

Company chooses which RDRA to work with; RDRAs can compete for business. In some countries, one RDRA may be gov’t-mandated.

LEI, Ref Data

1. RDRA confirms incoming reference data has certification
2. RDRA registers LEI and core attributes with GS1 LEI registry on behalf of Company
3. GS1 records RDRA #1 as “home” RDRA for this LEI, plus core attributes
4. GS1 validates LEI’s GCP

In this case, the reference data includes core attributes, plus extended attributes.

LEI, all Ref Data, Certification

1. RDRA stores extended ref data, acknowledges
2. RDRA synchronizes with other RDRAs via GS1 Global Data Sync Network

Acknowledgement

11. RDRA synchronizes with other RDRAs via GS1 Global Data Sync Network
12. All other RDRAs worldwide now have copy of reference data for this LEI

A company’s choice of “home” RDRA doesn’t affect ability to access reference data worldwide.
Use case 4: A company wants to obtain reference data regarding an LEI it encountered in a financial document.

2a. Company requests core reference data from GS1 LEI Registry.
2b. Company requests extended reference data from its preferred RDRA.
3a. GS1 looks up LEI in GS1 LEI Registry, responds with reference data.
3b. RDRA looks up LEI in its own database, responds with reference data.
4. Company now has reference data for this LEI.

The reference data for the first LEI may contain other LEIs; e.g., LEIs of subsidiaries, parents, etc. These can be looked up as needed.

Some companies may subscribe to a data feed from their preferred RDRA, avoiding the need to do individual lookups.

RDRAs may compete on the basis of subscription and other data services that they offer.
Use case: A data provider assists in enhancing a financial institution's legacy data with LEIs in the context of a regulatory request for information.

1. Regulator requests info from financial institution
2. Company retrieves info from its legacy systems – not yet using standard LEI
3. Company requests legacy translation from its preferred RDRA
4. RDRA translates legacy identifiers to standard LEIs
5. Company forwards LEI-enhanced info to regulator

In the short term, individual financial institutions avoid having to migrate legacy systems to standard LEIs; the short term need is met by data specialists (RDRAs). Or, financial institution can do this itself.

Over time, individual financial institution records migrate to direct use of LEIs.
Use case: A regulator audits the reference data associated with an LEI

1. Regulator initiates ad hoc investigation regarding a specific LEI.
2. Regulator looks up LEI to find core attributes and “home” RDRA for this LEI.
3. GSI LEI registry responds with pointer to “home” RDRA for this LEI and core attributes.
4. Regulator examines core attributes.
5. Regulator makes inquiry to “home” RDRA for this LEI to investigate extended attributes.

Reference Data Registration Authority (RDRA)

GS1 LEI registry
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GS1 System Extended to Instrument Event and Transaction Identifiers

GS1 Member Organization

- GS1 Member Organization Issues GS1 Company Prefix to Company

Company

- Company assigns entity portion to create Legal Entity Identifier
- Company / contract market assigns instrument portion to create instrument / contract identifier
- Company assigns event portion to create financial event identifier
- Company assigns transaction portion to create financial transaction identifier

Legal Entity Identifier: 0614141000012

Financial Instrument/Contract Identifier: 0614141123452

Financial Event Identifier: 0614141123452000001

Financial Transaction Identifier: 0614141123452000000002
ABC Corp spins out new Corp with common preferred shares

1. ABC Corp begins with:
   - GS1 Company Prefix 0614141
   - ABC Corp LEI 0614141000012
   - ABC Common Stock FII 061414111115

2. ABC Corp creates new LEI for XYZ corp:
   LEI = 0614141000028

3. ABC Corp creates new FIIs for XYZ corp common and preferred shares:
   XYZ common FII = 0614141222224
   XYZ preferred FII = 0614141222231

4. ABC Corp creates new FEI for ABC Corp for the event associated with spin-out:
   FEI = 0614141000012000001

LEI Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEI</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Predecessor LEI</th>
<th>Other Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0614141000012</td>
<td>ABC Corp</td>
<td>[none]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0614141000028</td>
<td>XYZ Corp</td>
<td>0614141000012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial Instrument/Contract Identifier Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Instrument/ Contract Name</th>
<th>Issuer LEI</th>
<th>Other Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>061414111115</td>
<td>ABC Corp Common</td>
<td>0614141000012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0614141222224</td>
<td>XYZ Corp Common</td>
<td>0614141000028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0614141222231</td>
<td>XYZ Corp Preferred</td>
<td>0614141000028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial Event Identifier Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Identifier</th>
<th>Issuer LEI</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Parent LEI</th>
<th>Spun-out LEI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0614141000012000001</td>
<td>0614141000012</td>
<td>Spin-out</td>
<td>0614141000012</td>
<td>0614141000028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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To the Committee:

It is our sincere pleasure to have both been asked and to respond to your Solicitation of Interest on behalf of the financial institutions and others represented in your coalition of trade associations. We are pleased to again share our thoughts on this extremely important subject. In following your process we have submitted two (2) sets of questions and received two (2) sets of responses. We include them as an Attachment, immediately following this response.

As background we have been sharing our approach and vision for a global financial industry reference data solution for nearly six years with financial institutions, financial market utilities, trade associations, data vendors and software companies, legislators, government bodies, standards organizations, auditors and corporate issuers, both here in the US and globally. The solution and approach we outline below is identical to the proposal we submitted to the US Treasury's Office of Financial Research - US Treasury's Office of Financial Research (OFR) on the Legal Entity Identifier, the CFTC - Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) on the Unique Counterparty Identifier, and the SEC - Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on the Unique Identification Code.

As part of our research and intensive preparation on this issue, we assembled a group of interested global stakeholders and engaged with them for a year prior to opening up the dialogue to a broader global audience. As part of the GS1 Open Forum held in January, 2011, GS1 and Financial InterGroup invited academics, data and software vendors, financial institutions, financial infrastructure entities, regulators, trade associations, corporations, standards bodies, auditors and others to participate in the dialogue. Our collaboration and research informed our proposals to the three US regulators and now informs our response to this Solicitation of Interest.

Bob Carpenter, President and CEO
GS1 US
On behalf of GS1 Global

____________________________
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Prerequisites
Below are responses to the “prerequisites” section of the SOI.

Business Model

Must operate solution on a cost recovery basis and have a formally documented governance structure with balanced representation for relevant stakeholders

GS1 is a global not-for-profit organization, organized as a Belgium Association Internationale Sans But Lucratif (a.i.s.b.l.- an international not-for-profit organization). GS1 provides services through its 110 country-specific GS1 Member Organizations around the world, each of which is required to operate on a not-for-profit basis. The US Member Organization, GS1 US, is organized as a Section 501(c)(6) organization. All services provided by GS1 are operated on a cost-recovery basis.

The highest level of governance in GS1 is the GS1 Management Board, which is composed of representatives of all 25 global industries that GS1 now serves. If the GS1 System is selected to provide LEI issuance and LEI reference data registration, there will be seats for financial industry representatives and regulators within the governance structure. In addition, GS1 has sector-specific project boards. We anticipate the formation of a project board for financial services to govern GS1’s financial services-related activities, with balanced representation for all relevant stakeholder categories.

GS1 has a federated governance structure through its Member Organizations around the globe. This allows for local involvement and, where required, local regulatory oversight. However, it operates its self-registering numbering assignments from a single pool of numbers administered through a distributed data model thus assuring global uniqueness.

Must offer the legal entity identifier service to the public without fees for basic storage, access, cross-referencing or redistribution

In its existing operations, GS1 recovers the costs of issuing identifiers and operating reference data infrastructure through fees charged to companies that allocate and self-register identifiers. GS1 would continue to do so for the financial industry. GS1 is prepared to offer to the public, free of charge, access to financial industry LEI information. The determination of which information will be publicly available will be made through industry consensus, governed by GS1’s Global Standards Management Process, which will be informed by guidance from financial services stakeholders, and in consideration of local, national and/or regional regulation and global standards development organizations.
**Must be able to fund and sustain the effort on an ongoing basis**

GS1 has operated services specifically compatible with the requirements of this SOI for seven years, and more generally comparable services for nearly four decades. The longevity and ever-expanding scope and coverage of the GS1 System is a testimony to its ability to fund, sustain, and transform itself as industries mature and expand and as regulation adapts to these changes.

**Must be an appropriate size entity to manage a global utility of this size including adequate personnel, technology and the capacity to issue, maintain and provide access to many millions of LEIs and their related data attributes.**

GS1 has provided identification services to over 1.5 million companies, including over 40 million product identifiers and 1.5 million legal entity identifiers issued to date. GS1’s Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) today manages reference data for 6.8 million product identifiers, with thousands of attributes for each product. The GS1 US GLN Registry today manages nearly 300,000 legal entity identifiers. These two services are explained in more detail in the main body of this response.

GS1 operates in 150 countries, served by GS1’s 110 country-specific GS1 Member Organizations. The Global Data Synchronization Network today provides services to users in 132 countries. GS1 employs 2200 people around the globe.

It should be noted that GS1, in addition to market participant identifiers (the LEI, UCI and UIC), has proposed an integrated set of unique identifiers to the OFR, CFTC and SEC that accommodates product codes for swaps and other derivatives; that allows for uniquely identifying divisions, trading desks and traders; that recognizes the importance of and identifies a unique transaction identifier for audit trail purposes; and that provides for the unique identification of financial events, both life cycle events as well as corporate events. All are accommodated within the GS1 system. We refer the reader to our proposals to the OFR, CFTC and SEC referenced in the covering letter.

**Governance Model**

**Should be subject to supervision and regulation**

The governance structure of GS1 is open to participation by financial institutions, regulators, and other stakeholders at the national, regional, and global levels where required. GS1 Standards are created through a voluntary industry consensus process, in which regulators may participate directly, and in which regulations are routinely considered by all industry participants. The federated nature of the governance structure allows for local, regional and national differences to be accommodated within each separately regulated environment, while adhering to a globally unique numbering standard. There are many examples of GS1 Standards that were developed and are used in regulated environments, including health care, food safety, and others.
Operating Model

Should allow LEI reference data to be updated with minimal turn-around time (intraday) and market participants and regulators should be able to challenge entries and request amendments

GS1’s existing registries for reference data, including the Global Data Synchronization Network and the GS1 US GLN Registry, all support real time updating and distribution of reference data.

GS1’s existing registries have defined processes for challenge and amendment of reference data. We anticipate establishing, through GS1’s Global Standards Management Process, specific procedures in the financial services context for challenge and update of reference data, tuned to the needs of the financial industry and its regulators.

The process GS1 envisions for self-registration (discussed in the main body of our response) would lead to higher quality reference data input at the source, leading to a reduced need for challenge and amendment.

Must be able to provide for LEI issuance both a self-registration model and have the capabilities to assign LEIs in cases where legal entities don’t self-register with high data quality

GS1’s model for LEI issuance and registration of LEI reference data is based on the same self-registration model that it already uses for issuance of legal entity identifiers, product identifiers, and other types of identification across 25 different industry verticals around the world. This model has been used successfully for nearly four decades.

In cases where self-registration is not possible or desired, then GS1 can offer registration services on behalf of others, or GS1 can work with one or more outside neutral organizations to provide registration services on behalf of others.

Data Model

Data Model Quality assurance should include checks for existing entities including name searches, address searches, and combinations of text strings and other characteristics

In both the case of the GLN registry and GDSN, checks of the kind described in the question are made to ensure uniqueness of the identifiers in question. In addition, other syntax validity checks are applied, and addresses are normalized using software provided by the US Postal Service and other postal authorities.
Technical Principles

Security and reliability of all IT systems involved in developing, maintaining and publishing LEI reference data should meet or exceed industry standards for real-time, high availability market service

IT infrastructure is hosted at third party providers. The hosting environments adhere to industry standards and practices for security, redundancy, and service levels. More details are provided in later sections of this response.

Must have experience with developing large-scale, global solution(s) elsewhere within the Financial Services industry

GS1 Member Organizations have been actively involved with the banking industry in the areas of electronic payments and cash handling, and with commercial companies in the invoicing and payment space. GS1 has partnered with Financial InterGroup, who has extensive global experience in designing and implementing large-scale global financial industry solutions in trading, clearing, risk management, data management and networking, across the broad dimension of capital and contract markets, both across organized exchange markets as well in the over-the-counter dealer markets.

Solution provider must have experience in international markets

GS1 operates in 150 countries, served by GS1’s 110 country-specific GS1 Member Organizations. GS1’s Global Data Synchronization Network for reference data today operates in 132 countries, served by 28 data pools (organizations providing extended reference data sets) operated across the globe.

GS1 Member Organizations provide to each local market administration, outreach, training, education, and implementation support, all tailored to the language, customs, and needs of each locality. In addition, the GS1 Member Organizations cooperate with local government and regulators.

Must be able to issue, register and maintain entity identifiers within 12 months

GS1 is proposing to use an existing legal entity identifier standard, the GS1 Global Location Number (GLN). This identification system has been in use for 15 years, with over 1.5 million legal entity and location identifiers issued to date. GS1 is also proposing to use the existing GS1 US GLN Registry as the basis for the near-term LEI reference data registry to meet immediate US requirements. This specific reference data registry has been in use for 7 years, with nearly 300,000 legal entity identifiers registered to date. We anticipate requiring only three months to add additional attributes to this existing system to meet the requirements for the 19 financial services attributes as detailed in the SIFMA-led Requirements document. A more detailed schedule and implementation plan is described in a later section of this response. For a longer
term global solution, GS1 is proposing a solution modeled on the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network, which today operates in 132 countries to provide reference data for 6.8 million identifiers each having thousands of attributes.

Because all elements of GS1’s proposals either make use of existing standards and systems without modification, or require only small enhancements to existing systems, GS1 is confident that it will be capable of issuing, registering, and maintaining legal entity identifiers well within the 12 month objective.

Legal

*Should have legal staff with appropriate skills/background to deal with international laws, intellectual property rights issues*

GS1 has in-house general counsel supplemented with external resources in the areas of intellectual property and international law. GS1 can provide more details under NDA.

Internal Governance Model and Compliance

*Processes should be adequately governed and auditable*

All standards development in GS1 is carried out through the GS1 Global Standards Management Process. This process is a voluntary community consensus process, with well-defined process steps, community review points, and voting gates as detailed in GS1’s process manual.

Development of services offered by GS1 and its Member Organizations are carried out through a similar process which is geared towards service creation as opposed to standards development.

Both processes are governed by the GS1 Management Board and its subcommittees. A Process Oversight Committee exists to audit that all processes are followed correctly, and the processes themselves are designed to produce outputs that allow it to be audited by external parties if needed.
Responses to SOI Section III

In this section, we respond to questions posed in Section III of the SOI.

Company History

Include specific past experiences and current performances that would directly apply to the goals and objectives of this SOI.

There are three components of the GS1 System that exist today and which we propose to use directly to meet the financial industry’s requirements for an LEI and LEI reference data registry. They are:

- **Legal Entity Identifier** The GS1 Global Location Number (GLN) has been in existence as a global standard for legal entity identification for 15 years, with over 1.5 million GLN identifiers issued to date. The methodology for issuing GLNs and other GS1 identification has been the foundation of the GS1 System since its inception in 1974, and has to date supported the self-issuance of over 40 million globally unique identifiers by 1.5 million companies in 150 countries across the globe.

- **GS1 US GLN Registry** This registry for legal entity reference data has been in use since 2004, and today holds reference data for nearly 300,000 legal entities that are identified by GS1’s GLN legal entity identifier. In this registry, each legal entity has 28 associated data attributes. 10 of these 28 attributes are identical those in the list of 19 attributes in Figure 1 of the SIFMA-led Requirements document. We propose simply to extend the GLN Registry with approximately nine additional attributes to meet the needs of the financial industry, which we believe can be accomplished in three months. This is a proven solution that is already in use, operates under well-defined service level agreements, and which already has a complete supporting infrastructure for quality assurance, customer support, and the like.

- **GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN)** We propose to model the long-term solution on GS1’s Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN). This approach is based on the industry requirements expressed to date. GDSN has been in existence since 2004 to register, maintain, and distribute reference data associated with globally unique product identifiers, with over 6.8 million product identifiers registered to date, and tens of thousands of product attributes defined. GDSN has sophisticated access control mechanisms to ensure that reference data is distributed only to authorized parties, and a well established change control mechanism and process for updating the definitions of available attributes. GDSN has a federated architecture in which multiple “data pools” around the world, coordinated through a GS1 “global registry,” collaborate to provide seamless service around the globe. Today there are 28 data pools serving 132 countries. Having multiple data pools provides for competition (and thus choice and lowered costs to end users), and the ability to serve local...
markets in a tailored fashion. More importantly, we believe that the federated model is essential for a solution to be accepted internationally, as we explain in the body of our proposal.

**Organization**

*Include names and titles of all key-operating personnel. Include name and related business related experience of each officer, director, general partner, stockholder, or limited partners holding more than 5% interest in the company.*

For GS1 US:

- Bob Carpenter, President and CEO
- Gay Whitney, SVP Industry Engagement
- Katy Theroux, SVP Solutions, Customer Engagement, and Human Resources
- Yegneswaran Kumar, SVP & CFO
- Bernie Hogan, SVP Emerging Capabilities and Industries
- Bill Voltmer, President 1SYNC

For GS1 global:

- Miguel A. Lopera, President and CEO
- Sally Herbert, President of Standards & System Development, President of GS1 GDSN Inc.
- Philippe Wéry, Chief Financial and Administration Officer
- Patrick Vanlombeek, Chief Marketing Officer
- Malcolm Bowden, Chief Solution Officer

*Please disclose whether any of these individuals have been convicted of any crimes involving dishonesty or have filed bankruptcy in the past.*

None.
Account Management Structure

Provide an organizational chart of those individuals critical to the success of this potential agreement within your organization beginning with your Chairman and/or COO.

Please see the above list of executives, and the answer to the second question in the Implementation Plan section of the Appendix B response, and the answer to the question in the Resources section of the Appendix B response.

References

All references should include company name, address, telephone, and contact name.

Provide three major account references that closely parallel the requirements published by the Trade Associations. Include services provided and annual billings. Provide three major account references that you have not retained. Include services provided, annual billings, and their reason for departure.

GS1 is a not-for-profit organization. GS1 is a standards development organization, and GS1 operates services on a not-for-profit, cost recovery basis for the industries that it serves. We do not engage in for-profit service development or deployment. As such, it seems that the questions asked to not apply to our type of organization.

If the Committee can be more specific about the type of references you seek, given the nature of GS1 and GS1 US’s business, we will be happy to comply.

Strategic Alliances

List in your response all strategic alliances you plan to use and in what capacity, if your company is endorsed as one of the solution provider for the LEI effort.

- **Financial InterGroup**  
  GS1 has partnered with Financial InterGroup for its deep financial industry expertise. Financial InterGroup is a strategy and development firm advising financial enterprises and their technology suppliers on issues related to mergers and acquisitions, new product and market development, global strategies, restructurings, information systems, communications infrastructures, and risk and data management. Its principals and advisory board members have been practitioners in and advisors to many of the leading service companies and many of the largest of financial enterprises globally. It has unparalleled expertise in the relationship of data management and risk management, publishes extensively on these subjects in the academic literature and trade press, and its members have been present as advisors or practitioners at every major infrastructure event throughout the last six decades of financial services evolution.

- **VeriSign**  
  GS1 partners with VeriSign to deliver global network services. GS1’s Object Name Service, a global lookup service that is the foundation of the Internet of Things, is
operated by VeriSign. VeriSign’s extensive experience in networking, security, and global-scale directory services may play an important role in the long-term global solution described herein.

- **Summa Technology Group**  SummaTG provides leading companies B2B Integration as a managed service. GS1 uses Summa’s development, hosting, and co-location services for the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network.

- **Savvis Inc.**  Savvis is a global leader in IT infrastructure services with a platform spanning North America, Europe, and Asia. GS1 US uses Savvis’ hosting and co-location services for the GS1 US GLN Registry.

### Legal Actions

*Provide information concerning any pending lawsuits or regulatory proceedings, disciplinary actions, sanctions, license suspensions or revocations, etc or any potential conflicts of interest.*

GS1 US, 1SYNC, GS1 a.i.s.b.l. (GS1 Global) and the American Hardware Manufacturer’s Association (AHMA), are named defendants in the matter of Edgenet Inc. v. GS1 US, Inc. et al, Case No. 09-CV-65 pending in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin (Milwaukee Division). To date the defendants have successfully defended the action, as the Court recently dismissed, with prejudice, the majority of plaintiff’s second amended complaint. The Court has ordered that only claims of copyright and misappropriation of trade secret survive the defendants’ motion to dismiss and it also has denied plaintiff’s attempt to pursue an interlocutory appeal. GS1 US and 1SYNC deny the allegations and will continue to vigorously defend against all liability and damages.

GS1 US is also a named defendant in the matter of Bar Code Talks Inc v. GS1 US, Inc. filed in state court sitting in Spokane Washington, wherein plaintiff asserts various breaches of contract and other claims against GS1 US for denying its request to amend its database to reflect a change in ownership of a specific UPC or company prefix. GS1 US denies the allegations and will continue to vigorously defend against all liability and damages.

There are no other pending lawsuits or recent judgments against GS1 US.

*Provide information concerning all judgments against your company in the past two years. Provide information concerning material judgments against your company in the past five years.*

There have been no judgments against GS1 US in the past five years.
Responses to SOI Appendix B

In this section, we respond to questions posed in Appendix B of the SOI.

Executive Summary

*Please indicate the capacity in which you are responding to this SOI, i.e., international standards body, issuing authority, facilities manager, or a combination of one or more of the aforementioned.*

GS1’s primary role is an identification issuing authority and as an international standards body. GS1 also creates and operates registration and lookup services on behalf of the industries it serves. GS1 is also prepared to support a federated solution as the roles of others are incorporated into an overall service through independent solution providers other than GS1. This is a model that has worked well for certain industries that have existing, entrenched solution providers that create value for their clients. The GS1 model is flexibly applied based upon the needs of each industry it works with.

*Provide an executive summary of your proposed solution, highlighting aspects where you believe you bring in extraordinary capabilities and value that would differentiate your organization in a global implementation.*

We believe the key differentiators of our proposal are as follows:

- **Built upon existing, proven standards and technology** GS1’s proposal is based on existing standards and technology that have been proven in many years’ use by other industries. We believe GS1 is the only organization that already issues legal entity identifiers on a worldwide basis and operates global registries for associated reference data. Consequently, we believe GS1’s proposal offers the least risk and the fastest time to implementation. Specifically:

  - **An already existing LEI** GS1 already issues globally unique, persistent legal entity identifiers, called Global Location Numbers (GLNs). These are used today by companies around the world to identify legal entities in electronic purchase orders, invoices, and other business documents, with over 1.5 million such identifiers issued to date. There is no need to create new identification standards in a lengthy development process; existing GS1 global standards can meet the needs of the financial services industry.

  - **Already in use by the companies that need LEIs** Many of the companies that would require LEIs under proposed financial rulemaking are the same companies that already use GS1 GLNs as legal entity identification in electronic commerce. An estimated 30–50 percent of companies that require financial identifiers in a sample of the major trading market indices already use the GS1 System of standards:
33% of the S&P 500
83% of the DAX 30
30% of the FTSE 100
53% of the Nikkei 225

- **An already existing system for registering and distributing reference data** GS1 already operates several systems for registering and distributing reference data. In the US, the GS1 US GLN Registry maintains reference data for nearly 300,000 legal entity identifiers. Globally, the Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) maintains reference data for 6.8 million product identifiers, each with thousands of attributes, and delivers this through a federated network of 28 data pools serving 132 countries.

- **International from Day 1** GS1's legal entity identifier and systems for maintaining and distributing reference data are based on global standards, and are currently used today in countries across the globe. GS1's Global Standards Management Process is an international forum for creation of voluntary industry consensus standards. GS1's 110 Member Organizations across the globe provide for support of international users including education, training, customer support, and participation in community processes, all with local expertise and language.

- **User-driven governance processes** GS1's Global Standards Management Process and its process for developing services are designed to ensure fair, balanced participation from all categories of stakeholders. Minimum participation requirements for end users (in both number and balance) ensure that all decisions truly reflect industry consensus. GS1 is governed by global and local Management Boards comprising senior stakeholders from the various industries served. It is suggested that the financial services industry will benefit through the review and adoption of these GS1 governance protocols and proven practices.

- **Globally-recognized Standards Development Process** As an existing global, neutral, voluntary consensus standards body, GS1 operates a user-driven Global Standards Management Process (GSMP) for the development of any new identification and reference data standards that may be required. Also, GS1 is recognized by the International Standards Organization (ISO), collaborates with many other standards setting bodies, and can provide standards for financial institutions/financial intermediaries and market participants who are non-financial corporations and businesses that use capital and contract markets.

- **National Sovereignty and Regulation** GS1 proposes a federated model for an international service that provides the necessary flexibility to take into account concerns for national sovereignty and different national preferences for regulation and oversight. The federated
model allows a country to operate in a way that is protected from interference by other countries, and allows each country’s implementation to be subject to local regulation, different confidentiality regimes, and differing degrees of direct governmental control.

- **Neutral, no conflicts**  GS1 is a neutral, not-for-profit organization operating on a cost-recovery basis. It does not offer any for-profit services to the financial industry or any other industry. GS1's role as the steward of a voluntary industry consensus standards process and as an operator of services on behalf of the financial industry is free from conflicts of interest, and is separate and apart from the competitive offerings of vendors, software companies and infrastructure providers.

- **Decouples Issuance from Registration**  The GS1 proposal decouples the issuance of identification numbers from the registration of reference data. This allows for competition to drive down costs, avoids disenfranchising existing organizations with experience in financial data management, and also provides for local regulations that may vary from country to country.

The following summarizes our proposal which was made to the OFR, the SEC, and the CFTC. Our intention is to satisfy the OFR’s requirements for a Legal Entity Identifier (LEI), the SEC’s requirements for a Unique Identifier Code (UIC), and the CFTC’s requirements for a Unique Counterparty Identifier (UCI). Throughout this document, we will use the term LEI, with the understanding that it is intended to serve as an LEI, UIC, or UCI as described by these government agencies.

As stated in our submissions to the OFR, the SEC, and the CFTC, GS1’s proposed solution has three components:

- **Identification**  We propose a system of universal identification for the financial industry, which includes legal entity identification that satisfies OFR’s, SEC’s and CFTC’s requirements. The identifiers we propose are based on the GS1 System, which is a system for the globally unique identification for business that has been in existence for 40 years. The Legal Entity Identifier proposed here is GS1’s Global Location Number (GLN), which is already in use internationally by many companies who also operate in the financial sector.

- **Issuance**  We propose a method of issuing financial identifiers that is globally distributed, and directly empowers end users to issue globally unique identifiers without having to interact with an issuing authority each time. This is based on a two-step issuing process in which a user company first obtains a GS1 Company Prefix which provides the user with a certain capacity to create financial identifiers, after which the user creates individual financial identifiers using the company prefix as a stem. Because the GS1 Company Prefix issued to the end user is globally unique, all identifiers created by that end user are also globally unique. This is a proven methodology already well established in many sectors for
the globally unique identification of legal entities, products, supply chain logistics units, and other business objects. A variable-length company prefix is used, which is an innovative method by which a wide range of capacity requirements across end user companies can be accommodated, while still having a short, fixed overall length for identifiers that eases database management.

- **Reference Data** We propose a method for the registration and distribution of reference data pertaining to financial identifiers that decouples the process of issuing an identifier from the process of registering and verifying reference data. We propose a self-registration method in which an end user creates a standardized business document that defines the reference data for a given LEI (using an XBRL template or other standard adopted by the industry), certifies the accuracy of this data with an independent auditor or other certifying authority, and submits the certified data to a reference data registry. All parts of this process are designed for automated, “straight through” processing, minimizing the possibility for error.

As regards the reference data registries themselves, a key feature of our proposal is the possibility for multiple, federated registration authorities. For the purposes of registration and access to reference data these registration authorities act collectively as a single, worldwide resource. The federated structure, however, makes it possible for the system to scale internationally, as it can accommodate differences in local laws and regulation across jurisdictions, and address concerns related to national sovereignty that inevitably arise in an international environment. It also provides for competition and for leveraging the expertise of existing solution providers. Recognizing the urgency of a short-term solution to meet immediate regulatory requirements in the US, we propose a phased approach in which GS1’s existing GLN registry for the US is used to meet short-term needs, scaling later to a fully international, federated approach.

We believe that all three of these components must be addressed in order to deliver an effective solution to the financial industry. Recognizing, however, that the SIFMA-led SOI has chosen to focus attention on the third of these three components, the remainder of this section will describe in detail our proposal for registration and distribution of reference data. Please see the earlier referenced proposals to the OFR, CFTC and SEC for more information about the identification and issuance components of our proposed solution.

A key differentiator of our proposed solution is that **all three components exist today and are in use at scale.** The GS1 Global Location Number (GLN) has been in existence as an international standard for legal entity identification for 15 years, with over 1.5 million GLN identifiers issued to date. The methodology for issuing GLNs and other GS1 identification has been the foundation of the GS1 System since its inception in 1974, and has to date supported the self-issuance of over 40 million globally unique identifiers by 1.5 million companies in
150 countries across the globe. The reference data component of our proposal is based on two reference data registries operated by GS1 today, as detailed below.

It is well recognized that any LEI solution truly capable of addressing systemic risk must necessarily be an international solution, due to the highly interconnected nature of financial markets around the world. Therefore, it is essential that any solution be capable of scaling to a fully international environment. We recognize, however, that today we face a short-term requirement to meet the regulatory requirements of US regulators. These requirements are known today in much more detail than are international requirements. For this reason, GS1 proposes a two-phase approach to providing a reference data registry solution to the financial industry:

- **Short-term** We propose to use GS1 US’s existing GLN Registry. This registry for legal entity reference data has been in use since 2004, and today holds reference data for nearly 300,000 legal entities that are identified by GS1’s GLN legal entity identifier. In this registry, each legal entity has 28 associated data attributes. 10 of these 28 attributes are identical those in the list of 19 attributes in Figure 1 of the SIFMA-led Requirements document. We propose simply to extend the GLN Registry with approximately nine additional attributes to meet the needs of the financial industry, which we believe can be accomplished in three months. This is a proven solution that is already in use, operates under well-defined service level agreements, and which already has a complete supporting infrastructure for quality assurance, customer support, and the like.

- **Long-term** We propose to model the long-term solution on GS1’s Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN). This approach is based on the industry requirements expressed to date. GDSN has been in existence since 2004 to register, maintain, and distribute reference data associated with globally unique product identifiers, with over 6.8 million product identifiers registered to date, and tens of thousands of product attributes defined. GDSN has sophisticated access control mechanisms to ensure that reference data is distributed only to authorized parties, and a well-established change control mechanism and process for updating the definitions of available attributes. GDSN has a federated architecture in which multiple "data pools" around the world, coordinated through a GS1 "global registry," collaborate to provide seamless service around the globe. Today there are 28 data pools serving 132 countries. Having multiple data pools provides for competition (and thus choice and lowered costs to end users), and the ability to serve local markets in a tailored fashion. More importantly, we believe that the federated model is essential for a solution to be accepted internationally, as we explain below.

More information about the GS1 US GLN Registry and the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network may be found in the Operating Model section and other sections below.
GS1 has long experience in issuing identification and managing reference data in an international setting. GS1’s standards for product identification and electronic commerce are the most widely accepted standards of their kind in the world. All consumers are familiar with GS1’s Global Trade Item Number (known as the Universal Product Code or U.P.C. in North America, and the European Article Numbering code or EAN elsewhere in the world) which appears on the labels of consumer products in 150 countries around the world. Less visible to consumers, but equally important, are GS1 identifiers for legal entity identification (the GLN) which are an integral part of electronic commerce messaging between trading partners around the world.

As a consequence of this experience, GS1 recognizes that a globally-acceptable solution for registration and distribution of reference data must be a federated model. By a "federated model," we mean a system that provides seamless access to all reference data regardless of origin or point of access, but where the data is held in a collection of repositories that interact to provide this seamless access rather than as a single repository. There are several reasons why a federated model is essential to operating in an international environment:

- Having a single, centralized worldwide database is unlikely to scale adequately to meet worldwide demand, especially as more stringent real-time requirements for access and updating evolve

- A single registrar would have no corresponding global regulator and would thus be a highly vulnerable "weak link" in the worldwide financial system as the oversight of that single organization would not be possible under current global regulatory regimes

- In an international setting, it is highly unlikely that any country would accept a system where information critical to the oversight of that country's financial markets is held by some registration organization located outside of that country. Many, if not all, countries will see this as an issue of national sovereignty, and want to have registration for their own financial entities handled by a registrar that is located in their country or its regional extension, subject to that sovereign entity's own laws and regulations, and able to function regardless of the state of foreign relations with other countries.

- Maintaining financial reference data is a highly complex task requiring considerable skill and expertise. Moreover, there are many value-added services that can be provided around the maintenance of and access to reference data. It is highly desirable in this space to foster continuous innovation, to improve cost effectiveness, and to allow for competition while not disenfranchising existing service providers who provide value added services to the financial industry (i.e. market and reference data vendors, financial market utilities, trading venues, et al).

- It is desirable to leverage the capabilities of the many existing companies and organizations that have expertise in maintaining a myriad of financial reference data (i.e. tax-identification
numbers, tax exemption certificates, delivery addresses, credit ratings, transfer agent registries, et al).

**Data Standards / Model**

*Describe the data standards you would develop to support this effort. Include details around your data model including attributes, metadata, etc.? How will you ensure that this is extensible in the future?*

We believe the following standards are needed:

- A data standard that defines the structure and allocation of the LEI itself.

- A data standard or collection of standards that defines the structure and meaning of reference data associated with each LEI. Initially, this would be a single standard that defines a core set of attributes similar to those defined in Figure 1 of the SIFMA-led Requirements document. Over time, we expect this will grow to encompass additional data as the industry identifies additional requirements, and may grow to a modular set of standards that reflect different types of data that need to be associated with the LEIs for different types of legal entities, and different operational purposes.

- A data standard for the submission of LEI reference data by a registrant to a registrar during the process of self-registration. This data standard should be designed to be auditable, so that a registrant can work with an independent auditor or other designated certifying agent to certify the accuracy of the data prior to its registration and entry into the LEI reference data repository.

- A data and interface standard for the query of data from the registry by users and applications.

- Data and interface standards to support the inter-registry communication needed to support the federated model.

We propose that these standards be developed as follows:

- *A data standard that defines the structure and allocation of the LEI itself*  
  GS1 is proposing using the existing GS1 Standard for the Global Location Number (GLN). This is a widely adopted international standard for legal entity identification, used today to identify legal entities in electronic purchase orders, invoices, and other business transaction documents. Over 1.5 million GLNs have been issued to date around the world.

- *Data standards that further define the reference data associated with an LEI*  
  To the extent that the LEI minimum data attributes for regulatory reporting and aggregation purposes, as described by the OFR and further evolved in the SIFMA-led Requirements document, is
found sufficient and complete then it will become the reference data associated with the LEI. To the extent that other data attributes are found to be needed we propose developing such standards through a global voluntary industry consensus process. GS1’s Global Standards Management Process (GSMP) is available to develop such standards. Moreover, there are standards organizations that are already widely accepted in the financial industry (e.g. for bank and bank branch codes; communication messaging; asset identification, et al). GS1 would seek to leverage those standards rather than developing new standards. Our proposals to the OFR, SEC and CFTC recognize legacy and best practice standards and accommodate them in a practical way, either for perpetual use or as temporary best practice identifiers that will be replaced over time as legacy systems are decommissioned.

- **A data standard for submission of LEI reference data during self-registration** As XBRL is a widely-accepted suite of standards for the submission of financial data, we believe XBRL is a very appropriate choice for this purpose. However, GS1 would determine such submission standards through a global voluntary industry consensus process. Here, GS1’s Global Standards Management Process (GSMP) is available to develop and/or adopt such standards, if the industry chooses. To the extent that other standards organizations are already widely accepted or other input mechanisms are available from within the financial industry, we would seek to leverage those standards and systems rather than developing new ones.

- **Data and interface standards for interacting with reference data registries, and for inter-registry communication in the federated model** GS1 is proposing to develop and/or adopt such standards through a global voluntary industry consensus process. Here, too, GS1’s Global Standards Management Process (GSMP) is available to develop such standards, if the industry chooses. To the extent that other standards organizations are already widely accepted or other input mechanisms are available from within the financial industry, we would seek to leverage those standards and systems rather than developing something new.

GS1 standards are designed for extensibility. There are well-defined mechanisms for versioning of data and accommodating extensions within each data structure. The Global Standards Management Process provides a well-defined process by which users can request enhancements to existing standards, which then leads to revision of the standards through the voluntary industry consensus process.

In the context of GS1’s Global Data Synchronization Network, there is a well-defined process for the roll out of enhancements to standards for reference data, such that all participating data pools can implement enhancements in a coordinated way that is predictable to end users.
Describe your capabilities around hierarchy maintenance including processing of changes. Would your model be able to accommodate and maintain several layers of hierarchy information?

Yes. Existing GS1 Standards for product reference data already incorporate several notions of hierarchy. The Global Data Synchronization Network’s data models for product reference data include hierarchy of packaging levels (the relationship between item-level, case-level, and pallet-level product identifiers, for example), and hierarchy of product categorization. The GS1 US GLN Registry for legal entity identifiers includes a "parent" attribute which supports an unlimited number of layers of ownership hierarchy.

Explain how the proposed data standards will adhere to the principles detailed in the business requirements document. Besides the aforementioned principles, what other principles would you recommend when developing the data standards?

GS1’s legal entity identifier, the GLN, meets the requirements detailed in Section 6.1 of the SIFMA-led Requirements document as follows:

- **Persistent** GS1 identifiers are governed by an "allocation rules" standard, which specifies the conditions under which a legal entity requires a distinct legal entity identifier, and how identification does or does not change when various events occur in the life of the identified entity. We anticipate that through the GS1 Global Standards Management Process the existing GLN allocation rules will be modified as necessary to meet the requirements of the financial industry.

In particular, "persistent" is defined in the SIFMA-led Requirements document as meaning "The LEI should follow a legal entity through its life regardless of corporate actions or other business or structural changes." We would expect this principle to be reflected directly in the GLN allocation rules. The rules themselves would be more detailed, and enumerate specific types of corporate actions and the resulting effect on the legal entity identifiers. For example, while we agree in principle that an LEI should follow a legal entity through its life regardless of corporate action, there are certain corporate actions in which this principle is in conflict to other principles identified in the SIFMA-led Requirements document. For example, in the case of two companies, each identified with a legal entity identifier, that merge to form a single legal entity, it is not possible for both to have each of the original legal entity identifiers persist in naming the new entity, and follow the "singular" principle ("there must be only one LEI per legal entity"). In cases like this, the allocation rules would specify which of the two original legal entity identifiers would persist as the identifier for the merged entity, or whether a third legal entity identifier must be created for the merged entity. The relationship between these identifiers would be expressed through reference data; e.g., in the latter scenario the reference data for the new LEI would name the two old LEIs as "predecessor" LEIs. This would also be covered in the allocation rules. The merger example
above is just one example of a number of scenarios that we would expect to be addressed in allocation rules. The GS1 Global Standards Management Process provides for the consensus-based maintenance and enhancement of the allocation rules over time by industry stakeholders.

- **Neutral** The SIFMA-led Requirements document defines “neutral” as meaning that the identifier has no embedded intelligence. In the GS1 System, this is referred to as the principle of “non-significance” and is a core principle underlying the construction and use of all GS1 identification including the legal entity identifier.

- **Singular** As with the “persistent” principle above, we agree with this principle and would put it into effect through the construction of allocation rules for the legal entity identifier. Please see the description and examples above for the “persistent” principle.

- **Unique** This is a fundamental principle of GS1 identification, and is reflected in the allocation rules for the GLN. As described elsewhere in this response, GS1 employs a distributed allocation methodology that ensures global uniqueness. Checks for uniqueness are also performed when identifiers are registered with their reference data.

- **Extensible (Scalable)** The GS1 legal entity identifier (GLN) has a theoretical maximum capacity of one trillion unique legal entity identifiers, of which approximately 110 billion are currently reserved for issuance in the US, and another 445 billion reserved for issuance in other countries. (The remaining 465 billion are held in reserve and not yet allocated to any country.) Of the 110 billion capacity currently reserved for the US, approximately 27 billion have already been allocated to US-based companies (this is the collective capacity allocated to those companies; the actual number of identifiers issued so far by those companies is several orders of magnitude smaller). In contrast, the document authored by Bottega and Powell ("Creating a Linchpin for Financial Data: The Need for a Legal Entity Identifier") estimated that the number of legal entities requiring identification at between 500,000 and 2 million, or 0.002% of the current capacity.

- **Structurally Fixed** The GS1 legal entity identifier (GLN) is and has always been 13 digits in length, constructed as described elsewhere in this response.

- **Reliable (Quality)** See responses to other questions that deal with reference data quality. The legal entity identifier itself includes a check digit, which helps to avoid keying errors when identifiers are subject to manual data entry.

- **Interoperable** The GS1 legal entity identifier (GLN) is widely used as a legal entity identifier in many widely deployed standards for electronic commerce. GS1 numbering systems are recognized by ISO standards, and are designed for automatic identification and
data capture in an unambiguous way. The GLN is a 13-digit number that may be processed by any computing system whatsoever.

**How will you ensure that the developed data standards are globally accepted and comply with local regulations?**

GS1’s Global Standards Management Process is designed to engage participants from across the globe, and thereby ensure global acceptance. Compliance with local regulation is addressed by individual participants in standards development working groups, including regulators themselves.

**Describe the likely scenarios and processes to refine, and/or update the proposed data standards?**

GS1 has a formal process for creation and enhancement of standards, called the Global Standards Management Process (GSMP). This process has four steps:

1. **Statement of Business Need:** industry stakeholders formally document the business need that is to be addressed by a change to standards.

2. **Requirements Analysis:** industry stakeholders jointly define the business and technical requirements that the change to standards must meet.

3. **Solution Development:** industry stakeholders draft the changes to existing standards and/or create new standards documents.

4. **Deployment:** the new or changed standards are ratified by the GS1 Management Board following an evaluation that due process was followed in all the preceding steps, the new or changed standard is published, and collateral materials to assist in implementation are created and disseminated.

All stages are open for participation by all stakeholders. Each stage includes a step of community review, and a community ballot to proceed to the next step.

The above process is tuned to the size and nature of the changes. For small maintenance changes, such as additions to code lists or minor enhancements, requirements are gathered in a very lightweight form and processed through the later steps as a batch, resulting in a period maintenance release of the standard. For larger or more complex changes, a separate work effort is initiated resulting in a new version of the standard addressing the change at the end of the process.

A controlled roll-out process is used to deploy changes to standards to the operating data registries.
Operating Model

Describe in detail your proposed operating model including but not limited to registration, maintenance, verification, distribution, access, etc.

Though the SOI focuses on registration of LEI reference data, GS1 considers the issuance of the LEI itself to be an integral part of its operating model and is, therefore, included in the discussion below.

The operating model is described in three parts:

- The operating model for self-issuance of Legal Entity Identifiers by financial industry participant companies
- The operating model for self-registration of reference data associated with Legal Entity Identifiers by financial participant companies, in the short-term solution
- The operating model for self-registration of reference data associated with Legal Entity Identifiers by financial participant companies, in the long-term solution

The description of the operating models below is taken directly from GS1’s submissions to the OFR, SEC, and CFTC.

1. Self-Issuance of Legal Identity Identifiers

This section outlines the envisioned process for issuing Legal Entity Identifiers under the GS1 proposal.

A distinguishing feature of the GS1 System is that globally unique identifiers are issued in a two-step process, which empowers an end user company to issue individual identifiers for itself with no intermediary involved. This is in contrast to the issuance process used in the financial services industry today. The issuance process in the GS1 System works as follows:

- A user company that anticipates a need to issue LEIs (or any other type of GS1 identifier) first obtains a GS1 Company Prefix from a local GS1 Member Organization. The GS1 Company Prefix is a string of six to eleven digits that may be used in the next step to issue individual identifiers. A user company chooses the length of the GS1 Company Prefix it requests based on its anticipated capacity requirements, as described below.

- Once a user company has obtained a GS1 Company Prefix, it may issue individual LEIs by assigning the remaining digits according to the structure defined for the LEI in the relevant GS1 Standard (in this case, the Global Location Number standard, which specifies a 13-digit number overall, comprised of the GS1 Company Prefix, the remaining digits assigned by the end user company, and a check digit calculated as a function of the other twelve). A user company may repeat this step as many times as needed for each LEI that it needs to create.
In the context of financial services, we also anticipate that each time a company issues a unique LEI it will be required to register that LEI and its associated reference data into an LEI registry. Registration of identifiers and reference data is discussed in a later section.

Figure 1 illustrates the issuance process.

This structure for issuing LEIs provides many benefits:

- It reduces the degree of interaction between an end user and the issuing authority (namely, GS1). A single GS1 Company Prefix provides the end user the capacity to issue many LEIs without further interaction with GS1. This reduces costs for end users.

- Once a user holds a GS1 Company Prefix, the act of issuing new LEIs or other identifiers can be carried out by the end user without further interaction with GS1. This reduces the time required for an end user to create a new identifier.
The highly decentralized nature of this process helps to ensure that GS1 and local regulators do not become bottlenecks for the financial industry. This is further aided by the fact that GS1 Company Prefixes are themselves allocated in a distributed fashion, across 110 GS1 Member Organizations worldwide. At the same time, the assignment of GS1 Company Prefixes is coordinated to ensure global uniqueness of all numbers.

The variable length of the GS1 Company Prefix allows the available numbering capacity to be used very efficiently, despite wide variation in the individual capacity requirements of individual
user companies. At the same time, the overall fixed length of the LEI simplifies its use in databases and other information systems.

In some instances, a user company has only a very limited need to issue identifiers: for example, a small company with a simple organization that does not issue any securities but may for example, be a swap participant that may only require a single LEI. In such a case, the user company may request a single individual LEI from its local GS1 Member Organization, rather than requesting a GS1 Company Prefix. The GS1 Member Organization in this case issues a complete 13-digit LEI from a reserve of available numbers maintained by the GS1 Member Organization for this purpose (essentially, the GS1 Member Organization allocates a GS1 Company Prefix to itself, from which it issues individual identifiers). Once issued, an individually-issued LEI functions exactly the same as any other LEI, and is globally unique with respect to all LEIs regardless of how issued. The user company would register its individual LEI in the same manner as it would a LEI created via the two-step process.

**Capacity**

In the GS1 System, each company obtains a GS1 Company Prefix (GCP), which effectively gives that company control over a portion of the overall numbering space from which the company can issue its own identifiers. This leads to questions concerning the capacity for numbering required by different user organizations.

- It is anticipated that there will be some user organizations, typically very large or very complex corporations that will need to issue many LEIs.

- At the other end of the spectrum, there will be many organizations that only need to issue a small number of LEIs, including very small entities that may only need a single LEI.

The GS1 System accommodates these varying user requirements through its use of a *variable length* company prefix (see Figure 2). While the overall length of an GBEI is always 13 digits (of which 12 digits are assigned, the 13th being calculated algorithmically from the other 12), the number of those 13 digits that are the company prefix varies, with the number of digits available for assignment by the user holding the company prefix varies in an inverse fashion.

- For example, a large conglomerated enterprise requiring a very large capacity to create LEIs might request from GS1 a 7-digit GS1 Company Prefix. A 7-digit company prefix leaves five digits available for the creation of LEIs by the user thereby giving that user the capacity to issue up to 100,000 distinct, globally unique LEIs.

- At the other end of the spectrum, a small business that only anticipates issuing a handful of LEIs might request an 11-digit GS1 Company Prefix, leaving one digit for assignment by the user. This small business therefore would have capacity to issue up to 10 LEIs using that
company prefix. As noted earlier, an even smaller organization might request a single LEI, without ever obtaining a company prefix.

**Figure 2 - Variable Length GS1 Company Prefix Within a Fixed Length Identifier**

Market participants are encouraged to obtain an appropriate length company prefix according to their capacity requirements, to avoid “wasted” identifier space through capacity allocated to a user but not used to issue identifiers. On the other hand, it is not necessary for a company to be clairvoyant with regard to its future capacity needs. If a company exhausts the capacity provided by the company prefix it obtained, it simply goes back to GS1 to ask for the allocation of another GS1 Company Prefix, giving it fresh capacity to create new identifiers.

- For example, XYZ Corporation requests an 11-digit GS1 Company Prefix, giving it the capacity to issue 10 distinct LEIs. If XYZ later discovers that it needs to issue an eleventh LEI it simply goes back to its GS1 Member Organization and requests a second company prefix. It can then issue more LEIs using that company prefix. If XYZ has discovered that its capacity requirements have increased dramatically, it may ask that the second company prefix be shorter, providing greater capacity for new identifiers.
Non-Significance of the Company Prefix

It is important to note that the GS1 Company Prefix is intended to facilitate the *allocation* of identifiers only. It is *not* intended to be parsed from the LEI or other identifier, and does not serve to identify the company that holds the LEI. Ownership and other attributes of each LEI are recorded separately as reference data. In the GS1 System, the lack of any meaning associated with the GS1 Company Prefix, or indeed to any part of an identifier, is called the principle of non-significance. The reason for non-significance can be appreciated by considering how identifiers persist across various corporate events as seen here in some typical scenarios in Figure 3:

**Figure 3 – Common Occurring Corporate Events in the Life Cycle of a Legal Entity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Large Company with Multiple Legal Entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XYZ Corp and ABC Co are large companies. XYZ has obtained the 7-digit GS1 Company Prefix 5555555, and ABC has the Company Prefix 6666666. XYZ has created many LEIs beginning with its prefix, e.g., the GBEI 5555555012343; ABC has done likewise, e.g., the GBEI 6666666543219. On some date, XYZ Corp acquires ABC Co, and all of the ABC legal entities become subsidiaries of XYZ. It is not desirable to assign all of the former ABC entities new LEIs, as that would invalidate all of the historical financial records pertaining to it. Instead, the ABC entities continue to operate using their existing LEIs beginning with 6666666. To reflect the change in ownership, the registered reference data for the ABC LEIs are updated to indicate they are now subsidiaries of XYZ, but the LEIs themselves do not change. XYZ Corp now has two company prefixes, 5555555 and 6666666, and identifiers beginning with those two prefixes are now tied together through the reference data which is updated to so indicate their relationship. Any unused numbering capacity under ABC’s 6666666 prefix is one of the assets that XYZ has acquired, and going forward XYZ may use either prefix to create new LEIs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Small Company Establishes A Single New Affiliated Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Itty-Bitty Corp is a very small company that obtained an individual LEI 1234567890128. Several years afterwards, Itty-Bitty creates a wholly-owned subsidiary. The subsidiary obtains a second individual LEI 1357902468018. There is nothing in the LEI numbers themselves to indicate the ownership relationship; instead, this relationship is registered in the reference data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The previous examples make clear that any attempt to embed intelligence in an identifier, especially in an attempt to capture parent-child or other ownership relationships between identifiers, is thwarted by the fact that those relationships change over time. It is for this reason that GS1 identifiers are to be considered as opaque numbers ("non-significant" or "neutral" to use the term from the SIFMA-led Requirements document), and any information about what identifiers mean or their relationship in a hierarchy of ownership is to be obtained through consulting the appropriate reference data associated with each identifier.

2. Self-Registration of LEI Reference Data – Short Term

To meet the short-term needs of US regulators and their constituents, GS1 is proposing to use the existing GS1 US GLN Registry, which today has nearly 300,000 legal entity identifiers and their reference data registered.

A key feature of our proposal is that we propose the creation of a data standard that defines a machine-readable document for the submission of reference data (e.g., an XBRL template), and that we anticipate the involvement of auditors or another suitable certification agent in the reference data self-registration process. These will greatly contribute to high data quality.

In more detail, the process for the initial issuance and registration of an LEI works as follows:

- A company self-issues its own LEI using a previously obtained GS1 Company Prefix, as outlined in the previous section of the response to this question. At this stage, however, the LEI may not be used in financial transactions.

- A company creates reference data for its LEI, in the form of an electronic document conforming to a data standard to be established (e.g., XBRL template).

- A company works with an independent auditor to obtain an auditor’s certification for the reference data. The auditor applies suitable criteria as agreed by the industry.

- The company submits its reference data in electronic form, together with the auditor’s certification, to the GS1 US GLN Registry.

- The GS1 US GLN Registry confirms that an auditor’s certification is present, and performs additional quality checks on the completeness of the data, avoidance of duplicate data, validity of the LEI, etc. Note, however, that checks requiring a detailed understanding of the financial and legal situation of the registrant have been performed by the auditor, relieving GS1 from having to perform this task.

Registration of LEIs is subject to annual renewal. As part of the renewal process, a company must once again submit an auditor’s certification as to the accuracy of its LEI reference data. In addition, regulators may require certification at other times; e.g., when a corporate action changes the ownership structure of an LEI. Here we refer you to our proposals to the OFR,
CFTC and SEC wherein we discuss the Global Financial Event Identifier (GFEI) and the mechanism by which such information is made part of the self-registration process. In this way, ongoing data quality can be maintained.

3. Self-Registration of LEI Reference Data – Long Term

To meet the long-term needs of global financial markets and their regulators, GS1 is proposing to use an approach modeled on the existing GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN). This is a federated model which today is realized by 28 data pools serving 132 countries, coordinating with each other via the GS1 GDSN Global Registry (not to be confused with the GS1 US GLN Registry that forms the basis of our proposed short-term solution).

Conceptually, the registry for LEI reference data is a single repository: all LEIs are registered in the repository, and so reference data for all LEIs worldwide is available from a single source. However, we do not believe it is practical for the registry to literally be a single database. Today’s distributed technology allows for a federation of local databases, each serving different regional markets. Moreover, we do not believe it is desirable, nor likely to be acceptable in an international setting, to have such databases (whether physically distributed or not) under the control of a single registrar.

There are many reasons why we believe a single registrar, even one that operates distributed databases, is inadequate to meet the desire for a worldwide identification system:

- Having a single, centralized worldwide database is unlikely to scale adequately to meet worldwide demand, especially as real-time requirements for access and updating evolve

- A single registrar would have no corresponding global regulator and would thus be a highly vulnerable "weak link" in the worldwide financial system as the oversight of that single organization would not be possible under current global regulatory regimes

- In an international setting, it is highly unlikely that any country would accept a system where information critical to the oversight of that country's financial markets is held by some registrar located outside of that country. Many, if not all, countries will see this as an issue of national sovereignty, and want to have registration for their own financial entities handled by a registrar that is located in their country and/or region, subject to that sovereign entity's own laws and regulations, and able to function regardless of the state of foreign relations with other countries.

- Maintaining financial reference data is a highly complex task requiring considerable skill and expertise. Moreover, there are many value-added services that can be provided around the maintenance of and access to reference data. It is highly desirable to allow for competition in this space, to foster continuous innovation and improving cost effectiveness.
It is desirable to leverage the capabilities of the many existing companies and organizations that have expertise in maintaining financial reference data.

For these reasons, for the long term we propose a federated model for registration of financial reference data, in which there is one governance structure but many registrars worldwide. This is modeled after the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network, and operates on the following principles:

- Reference data for LEIs worldwide is to be maintained under a federated model of registrars but under a single governance model.
- Any identifier may be initially registered with any registrar (possibly subject to local regulation, as described below). The reference data is provided by the user organization to the chosen registrar in the same manner as described above for the short-term solution.
- All registrars synchronize with each other, so that data registered with one registrar is made available to all the other registrars.
- Therefore, another user who wishes to obtain reference data (and is authorized to do so), may go to any registrar, and the data will be available regardless of whether that data was originally registered with a different registrar.
- Any given registrar may be subject to local laws and regulation, and a user organization's choice of registrar may also be constrained by local laws and regulation.
- Global standards for financial reference data registrars are established through a voluntary consensus standards process, such as the GS1 Global Standards Management Process. These standards would address the following:
  - Minimum data requirements for reference data that must be recorded for each new identifier.
  - Interfaces by which users or vendors supply reference data for new identifiers and update existing reference data.
  - Interfaces for querying for reference data.
  - Protocols for synchronization of reference data between registration authorities.
  - Procedures for challenging reference data and requesting updates.

Local laws and regulations may impose additional constraints for a registrar operating in a given jurisdiction, beyond what the global standards require. Local laws and regulations...
would specify how a registrar is certified to be in compliance with the global standards and accredited to act as a registrar within that jurisdiction.

- Subject to local laws and regulation, a user wishing to register reference data for an identifier, maintain previously registered reference data, or query to obtain reference data, chooses which registrar to use from amongst the registration authorities operating within the user’s jurisdiction.

- GS1 maintains a top-level directory, the GS1 Global Registry, that lists all registered identifiers, a minimal set of commonly-used reference data attributes associated with each registered identifier (i.e. the SIFMA-led requirements defined for the 19 data attributes associated with the LEI), and indicates which registrar was chosen by the user for the registration of each identifier. Entries in this top-level directory are maintained through collaboration between GS1 and the registrars.

This model provides for seamless access to reference data which appears to end users as a single, worldwide database, but provides for scalability, competition, and flexibility for local laws and regulations. Local laws and regulations may address the following:

- Constraints on the governance and/or corporate organization of a registrar; e.g., that it be not-for-profit, etc.

- Government audit procedures to which registrars are subject

- Local data or additional quality assurance procedures above and beyond what is specified in the global standards

- The number of registrars that are permitted to operate in a given jurisdiction. For example, a given country or regional jurisdiction could decide to:
  - Provide only one, state-operated registrar for the entire country or region
  - Authorize a single, independent not-for-profit organization to act as registrar for the country or region
  - Allow for multiple registrars to operate within the jurisdiction, potentially allowing for competition on service fees and value-added services.

It is important to note that while under this proposal there are potentially many registrars for financial reference data worldwide, this is not the same as the current situation of many independent identification systems across the globe. The difference is that in this proposal, all financial identifiers are allocated from the same universal space of financial identifiers, and so a given legal entity or participant or counterparty only has one identifier that is the same in every registrar that has a copy of its reference data. The reference data is also the same regardless of
which registrar is used to query for that data. Figure 4 illustrates how reference data is registered and synchronized in a federated system:

This federated structure has been successfully deployed by GS1 and its members in other sectors of the global economy. In the consumer goods sector, the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) provides reference data about consumer products to all supply chain participants who need such data. (Reference data about a consumer product includes such things as: product name, product description, manufacturer, target market, dimensions, weight, nutrition information for food products, dosage information for pharmaceutical products, etc.)

The GDSN is a federated network of "data pools" (corresponding to "registrars" in the above description), and each product manufacturer chooses a data pool with whom to register its product reference data. The data pools synchronize using protocols established by GS1 standards, and so reference data about any product is available from any data pool, regardless of which data pool was used to register the data in the first place. GS1 maintains a database called the "Global Registry" which maps each product identifier to the home data pool for that product.
GDSN today has 28 data pools operating in 132 countries, and collectively they hold reference data for 6.8 million product identifiers, each having thousands of attributes. In an analogous way financial intermediaries who provide reference data today will each be certified as a Reference Data Registration Authority (corresponding to the GDSN concept of a data pool) and synchronize through the GS1 Registry.

What processes will you implement to ensure high quality of data both at the onset and subsequently at steady state? What checks and balances do you intend to employ to ensure that these quality assurance processes are adequately robust?

A key feature of our proposal is that we propose the creation of a data standard that defines a machine-readable document for the submission of reference data (e.g., an XBRL template), and that we anticipate the involvement of auditors in the reference data self-registration process. These will greatly contribute to high data quality.

In more detail, the process for the initial issuance and registration of an LEI works as follows:

- A company self-issues its own LEI using a previously obtained GS1 Company Prefix. At this stage, however, the LEI may not be used in financial transactions.

- A company creates reference data for its LEI, in the form of an electronic document conforming to a data standard to be established (e.g., XBRL template).

- A company works with an independent auditor to obtain an auditor’s certification for the reference data. The auditor applies suitable criteria as agreed by the industry.

- The company submits its reference data in electronic form, together with the auditor’s certification, to the LEI reference data registry. In this way, the registry operator is assured of the accuracy of the incoming data.

- The reference data registry confirms that an auditor’s certification is present, and performs additional quality checks on the completeness of the data, avoidance of duplicate data, etc. Note, however, that checks requiring a detailed understanding of the financial and legal situation of the registrant have been performed by the auditor, relieving the registry operator from having to perform this task.

Registration of LEIs is subject to annual renewal. As part of the renewal process, a company must once again submit an auditor’s certification as to the accuracy of its LEI reference data. In addition, regulators may require certification at other times; e.g., when a corporate action changes the ownership structure of an LEI. In this way, ongoing data quality may be maintained.

The above comments apply to both the short-term and long-term solutions envisioned by GS1.
GS1 believes that the specific design decisions within the above framework, namely the design of the reference data submission document, the minimum criteria for auditor certification, and the minimum quality checks performed by the registry, are best determined through a global consensus standards process that involves all stakeholders, including solution providers, financial market participants, auditors, and regulators. We do not believe it is the place for GS1 or any single solution provider to dictate these decisions, and hence we do not provide further detail here.

**What avenue(s) will be available to the users of the proposed LEI solution to challenge and remedy data accuracy issues? How will you ensure the transparency of the challenge/remedy process?**

GS1’s existing registries utilize the following data challenge process. A request to review or amend data is received through GS1’s customer service organization. A “ticket” is opened to track the request. GS1 will then embark on a verification procedure to determine the appropriate changes to be made. This determination is reviewed with the data registrant. In the event of a disagreement, appropriate legal counsel is sought, and all parties work towards a successful resolution. In all cases, an audit trail for the entire process is kept with the ticket, and remains available after the ticket is closed.

GS1 anticipates using a similar data challenge process for financial reference data, which GS1 will design in consultation with financial industry stakeholders.

**What processes will you implement to periodically verify, and update the LEI data while maintaining an audit trail? How will the process be initiated, coordinated and driven?**

GS1 Member Organizations verify company information as part of the annual renewal and billing process. Engaging the Auditing and Accounting firms in the annual process will significantly improve data quality.

The GLN Registry maintains an audit history by company of who added or modified a record, who approved the additions or modifications as well as the attributes that were modified.

**Describe the SLAs you intend to implement as part of the proposed LEI solution. Further, specify how the relevant metrics (around process, volume, accessibility, availability, etc.) will be captured, measured, and published on an ongoing basis.**

The SLAs ultimately implemented will be determined after gathering requirements from all relevant industry stakeholders. The starting point will be the SLAs already in place for the GS1 US GLN Registry (for the short-term solution), and the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network (for the long-term solution).

For the short-term solution, the following SLAs apply:
Operates according to a documented service level agreement, which covers technical support availability, priority levels and escalation, service level benchmarks, maintenance windows, security, disaster recovery, reporting, and acceptance criteria. The current availability target is 99.9%, and the service currently operates at that level.

For the long-term solution, the following SLAs apply:

The GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network operates according to a documented service level agreement, which covers technical support availability, priority levels and escalation, service level benchmarks, maintenance windows, security, disaster recovery, reporting, and acceptance criteria. The current availability target is 99.5% and the service currently operates at 99.9%.

For both the short-term and long-term solution for financial services, GS1 will work with industry stakeholders to determine the appropriate service level requirements and develop a suitable SLA for the services offered for financial services.

**Business Model**

*Describe in detail your business model with a specific focus on how you plan to fund and sustain the effort? Cost for basic registration services must be kept very low. What is your estimate of the cost for basic registration and maintenance?*

GS1 operates as a not-for-profit organization, and provides its services on a cost-recovery basis. The business model is very well established as GS1 has been in operation for nearly four decades. As the GS1 proposal is based on existing solutions (the GS1 US GLN Registry and the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network), the solution is already funded and sustained.

See the next question for cost of services.

*Provide details around your proposed fee structure and how you plan to account for usage, complexity, etc.*

The fee structure would be determined based on a consideration of the services to be offered and market requirements. We also expect that the fee structure would be determined on a per-country basis, reflecting different market conditions and expectations in each country.

As a basis for comparison, here are highlights of GS1 USâ€™ fee structure for the services which we propose to employ in the LEI solution.

- The fee a GS1 member pays to register a GLN and its associated reference data in the GS1 US GLN Registry is based on an annual subscription which gives the subscribing company the right to register an unlimited number of LEIs. The annual subscription fee is based on company size, and ranges from $250 to $8000 per year, with no limit on the number of LEIs
registered. In the case of a company with many LEIs, the annual subscription fee is amortized over all the LEIs that are registered, resulting in a low cost per LEI.

Describe the information and services to which you will provide free access. Provide details on how you plan on keeping the information/services free

GS1 is prepared to offer to the public, free of charge, access to financial industry LEI information. The determination of which information will be publicly available will be constrained by regulatory considerations and, within those constraints, made through industry consensus as established by GS1’s Global Standards Management Process. GS1 supports its operations on a cost-recovery basis from membership fees and fees charged for services such as allocation of GS1 Company Prefixes and registration of reference data (see previous question).

The GS1 US GLN registry today offers a service free to the public on GS1US’s public website that allows a user to enter a legal entity identifier and have displayed all of its registered data attributes.

Provide details on your ability to accommodate requests for customized services within your proposed LEI solution.

One of the key benefits of the federated model which GS1 proposes for the long term is that each registrar (data pool) may offer its own customized services on top of the basic functions of registration and distribution of standardized reference data. The federated model allows different registry operators to compete on the basis of value-added or customized services which they offer.

Why do you believe your operating model would deliver the most cost effective solution?

The short-term model proposed by GS1 is based on an existing registry for reference data associated with globally unique legal entity identifiers. Therefore, this will be extremely cost-effective compared to other proposals because we are not proposing the construction of an entirely new service.

The long-term federated model proposed by GS1 delivers the most cost effective solution because it allows for competition between different registrars (data pools). We believe that free-market competition is the best way to ensure low costs and high quality service for end users.

Risk

Describe in detail your approach to business continuity planning and the measures you would adopt to ensure business continuity.

Assuming that this question refers to continuity of the services that GS1 will offer, GS1 operates all services in accordance with commonly accepted industry practice for highly available, 24x7
services. All services are hosted in external co-location environments, which GS1 selects on the basis of the service level agreement that these companies offer. The continuity and disaster recovery processes that these providers employ include nightly backups of all systems, off-site storage of backup media, automated fail-over, full semi-annual disaster recovery tests, and redundancy testing.

Describe approach to prevent fraudulent LEIs from being issued.

As detailed in the responses in the "Operating Model" section, there are several points in the proposed process in which verification to prevent fraud will take place:

- To obtain a GS1 Company Prefix, a company must present proof of its corporate identity.
- When registering an LEI and its associated reference data, the following checks occur:
  - The reference data must be submitted with an independent certification of accuracy from a financial auditor. The auditor is required to apply verification criteria as agreed by industry and regulators.
  - The registry verifies that the GS1 Company Prefix portion of the LEI corresponds to a GS1 Company Prefix that was duly issued and is still active.
  - The registry performs other self-consistency checks on submitted data; e.g., checking for duplicate LEIs.
  - In addition, we anticipate annual renewal of registrations as well as renewal at the time of corporate actions affecting LEI reference data, and the same checks apply at each of these renewal points.
- Access to LEI reference data to regulators, auditors, and, where permitted, to the public provides an opportunity for other parties to perform additional verification.

Legal and Compliance

How would your solution support regional conventions and regulations and provide local certification while being a global solution?

As described earlier, the long-term solution envisioned by GS1 is a federated model, in which there are many registrars (data pools) worldwide providing service to a regional market, collaborating with each other to create a seamless global system for registration and distribution of LEI reference data.

A key benefit of the federated model is precisely that it allows for regional conventions, regulation, and certification. Each participating registrar may be subject to the applicable local regulation, and local regulators may specify which registrar worldwide may be used for
registration of LEI reference data in that particular regulatory regime. In that regard, local regulators may impose local certification requirements for registrars to operate in their jurisdiction.

This model allows for wide variation in the conventions and regulations that apply in any given market. For example:

- In countries that follow free-market principles, we expect that regulators will permit any number of privately-operated registrars to come into existence and compete to provide LEI registration services to end users. They may compete on the basis of additional services offered, ability to serve certain classes of end users better than others, etc.

- In some countries, the local regulators may wish to designate a single registrar as the sole authorized data pool permitted for use in that country. In such countries, the local registrar is a quasi-governmental function, and subject to oversight and regulation by the local government.

- In some countries, the government itself may choose to operate the registrar for that country, and exercise tight regulatory control.

This type of variation exists today among the 28 data pools in GS1’s Global Data Synchronization Network, which collectively serve 132 countries around the world.

As noted in the “Operating Model” section, the federation of multiple registrars worldwide is not the same as the current situation of many independent identification systems across the globe. The difference is that in this proposal, all financial identifiers are allocated from the same globally unique space of financial identifiers, and so a given legal entity has one identifier that is the same in every data pool that has a copy of its reference data. The reference data is also the same regardless of which registrar is used to query for that data.

Besides the registrars, there are components of the proposed GS1 solution that are provided by GS1 itself, such as the issuance of GS1 Company Prefixes that give end users the capacity to create LEIs and maintain minimum data attributes that regulators require for performing their oversight functions.

For these components, regional conventions and regulation are facilitated by GS1’s 110 member organizations around the world, which provide GS1 services to their respective local markets. Each GS1 Member Organization offers training, education, and customer service in a manner tailored to the local market.
Governance

Describe your internal governance structure and how it ensures all aspects of the LEI solution will be properly administered.

GS1 has a federated governance structure that ensures balanced representation of stakeholders both locally and across the globe. The GS1 organization consists of a 110 country-specific "GS1 Member Organizations," and is overseen by the GS1 Global Office.

Each of the 110 GS1 Member Organizations has a board of governors that is composed of stakeholders across all industry groups and stakeholder types that the Member Organization serves, including local regulators. The GS1 General Assembly consists of the chairman and CEO of each of the 110 Member Organizations, and is the high governing body in GS1. The General Assembly approves GS1 Global Management Board nominees consisting of global industry leaders and member organizations.

Specific activities of GS1 are governed by these bodies in the following way:

- For standards development under the Global Standards Management Process (GSMP), draft standards are balloted by all member companies that participate in the GSMP, and then submitted to the Board Committee for Standards (a sub-committee of the global Management Board). The Board Committee for Standards confirms that all due process steps of GSMP were followed in creation of the draft standard, and then recommends ratification to the global Management Board. The global Management Board ratifies the standard on behalf of the General Assembly.

- For pricing, local services, and other aspects that are particular to a given GS1 Member Organization, the local Member Organization’s board governs.

- For matters of policy that pertain to GS1 globally, other than ratification of standards as described above, the General Assembly governs.

Describe whether there are any constraints on your organization(s) being overseen by a broad-based governance body comprised of members from industry and the regulatory community.

As noted above, this is precisely how GS1’s governance already operates.

Information Security

Describe in detail your proposed steps to safeguard the privacy of the information stored within LEI systems while adhering to regulatory mandate.

Both the GS1 US GLN registry and the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network employ the following security safeguards, among others: firewalls, multiple trust zones, authentication of all users, required periodic password change with strict rules on password construction, anti-
virus/anti-malware protection, 128-bit SSL, cross-site scripting blocking, countermeasures against SQL intrusion, data center physical security and environmental controls, mock disaster recovery drills, and qualified system administrators.

For the communication between data pools in the federated Global Data Synchronization Network, AS2 with 168-bit encryption is employed for all messaging.

Security measures conform to SysTrust and PCI standards.

More detail regarding security may be provided under NDA.

What processes will you put in place to contain and manage a potential security breach?

See previous answer. More detail regarding security may be provided under NDA.

Solution Technology

Describe in detail your proposed solution technology including security (including access controls), business continuity, network, hardware, databases, interfaces (web-based, messaging, protocols and formats), and programming languages and packages used (e.g. J2EE).

GS1 will provide information of this kind under NDA, if needed.

Describe your technology lifecycle management processes and capabilities, including but not limited to development, QA, release management, database schema changes, and bug fixes.

Both the GS1 US GLN Registry and the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network employ a lifecycle management process which is governed by a detailed, written development process manual. The process includes steps of requirements gathering, technical analysis, release planning, design, development, QA, and implementation. Written design artifacts are employed at each stage, with change control and required sign-offs. Release roadmap planning is employed to provide customer visibility to upcoming changes. Testing includes unit testing, integration testing, performance testing, and security testing. Beta and certification testing is also performed. A formal process of build migration and customer notification takes place when a new release is ready to deploy.

We will share more details under NDA, if needed.
While documenting your solution, elaborate, as appropriate, how the solution will comply with the technical principles listed in the document.

How would you ensure that the technology solution described herein will be able to handle the volume, update frequency and speed required as the solution is adopted on a global basis?

As noted earlier, the GS1 US GLN registry today has nearly 300,000 legal identifiers registered, and the GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network has 6.8 million identifiers registered each with thousands of data attributes. Both of these systems in their current versions have been in continuous use for five years or more. Their current capacity and usage is therefore already at the levels that are expected to be needed in the short term, and also already at the levels outlined in the “linchpin” report. These systems are well positioned to continue to scale as volume eventually surpasses current levels in the very long term.

Operationally, both registries are monitored daily to ensure performance levels are maintained at 99%. Stress and volume testing are performed and servers/applications are adjusted if required based on the results.

Implementation Plan and Roadmap

Layout the project plan highlighting the phasing strategy, various implementation phases, milestones, and deliverables. Describe how you will adhere to the best practices related to implementing a solution of this scale.

The project plan and schedule will be developed based on understanding both the requirements of participating financial entities as well as regulators. It is impossible to commit to a schedule at this time; however, the following example is indicative of what we anticipate such a schedule will be:

- July 2011 IBM GS1 is selected to provide legal entity identification and registration of LEI reference data
- October 2011 IBM the definition of the required legal entity reference data elements is finalized through consensus of financial industry stakeholders, including regulators, starting from the 19 attributes identified in the SIFMA-led requirements document. Legal entity identifier allocation rules are also established through a similar process, starting from the GS1 GLN allocation rules.
- January 2012 IBM enhancements to the GS1 US GLN Registry are made to support the new reference data attributes beyond the attributes already present (some of which overlap with those required for the financial industry). In parallel with this, financial industry outreach is performed to make financial institutions aware of the new legal entity identifier, and the processes for obtaining a GS1 Company Prefix and for registering reference data.
• April 2012 — a pilot is completed in which a selected number of financial institutions create legal entity identifiers, register reference data in the GS1 US GLN Registry, and business processes simulated to show the use of LEIs and their reference data in financial transactions. Regulators will be part of this process. Following completion of the pilot, all financial industry participants are invited to create and register their LEIs.

• July 2012 — the LEI registry is operating in steady state.

Simultaneously with the above schedule, global outreach begins to lay the groundwork for expansion of the system on a global basis. The pace and schedule for this work is highly dependent on the regulatory environment in other countries.

Note that the above schedule is dependent on tasks that are outside GS1's control, such as the timing of the industry to come to consensus on the needed reference data elements, the willingness of financial companies to participate in the new system, etc. These obviously will have an impact on the schedule.

*Provide details around your proposed team structure and implementation governance model including communication, and escalation channels. Include recent bios for personnel proposed for initial phases of work.*

The following functional departments within GS1 US will be employed in rolling out a short-term solution based on the GS1 US GLN Registry:

• **Technology Delivery**  Responsible for the design, implementation, and operation of the software systems involved. Managed by the Sr Director Technology Delivery reporting to the CFO.

• **Industry Engagement**  Responsible for outreach to the financial services community and liaising with other outside organizations, regulators, trade organizations, etc. Managed by an industry VP to be assigned to the financial services industry, reporting to the SVP Industry Engagement.

• **Solutions and Marketing**  Responsible for supporting industry engagement and current customers through marketing efforts. Managed by the VP Solutions and Marketing, reporting to the SVP Solutions, Customer Engagement, and Human Resources.

• **Customer Programs**  Responsible for customer support and the call centers. Managed by the VP Customer Programs, reporting to the SVP Solutions, Customer Engagement, and Human Resources.

• **Legal**  Includes both in-house counsel and outside firms. Reports to the CFO.
• **Emerging Capabilities and Industries**  Responsible for business development and liaising with the GS1 Global Standards Management Process and outside standards organizations. Managed by the SVP Emerging Capabilities & Industries.

All of the above report to the CEO.

For the long-term global solution, a federated organization will include a similar table of organization within each GS1 Member Organization that serves the financial sector in their country. The details of each such organization are tailored to the customs of each individual country. In addition, the long-term federated solution relies on a network of data pools which are independent companies typically organized as a software solutions and services company.

In addition to the above, all standards development is carried out through the GS1 Global Standards Management Process, whose governance is described elsewhere in this response.

Names and bios may be shared under NDA, if appropriate.

*Describe how you will implement this solution to ensure that issuing and registration processes can begin within 12 months.*

As noted earlier, the solution we are proposing is built using the existing GS1 GLN identifier for legal entities, and the existing GS1 US GLN Registry for legal entity reference data. Therefore, there is very low risk in achieving operational status within 12 months, because the system already exists and has been in use for 7 years. The only changes required are the definition of additional data attributes beyond those already implemented in the GLN Registry. As noted earlier, 10 of the 19 attributes identified in the SIFMA-led Requirements document are already implemented in the GLN Registry, and so the total enhancements required amounts to adding approximately nine additional attributes. Provided that the industry comes to a quick consensus on precisely what attributes are required, 12 months appears adequate to make this small enhancement.

**Resourcing**

*Describe the number, skills, and experience of the staff you have or will retain to deliver the LEI solution. Be sure to provide details for each functional category, i.e., data, operations, technology, legal, compliance, risk, intellectual property rights, information security, and solution implementation.*

Within GS1 US, the approximate numbers for each of the functional areas listed two questions above are as follows:

- **Technology Delivery** 19
- **Industry Engagement** 20
- **Solutions and Marketing** 20

- **Customer Programs** 41

- **Legal** 3 in-house staff, and 3 external law firms with specializations in international and intellectual property law

- **Emerging Capabilities and Industries** 11

For the long-term global solution, there would be similar numbers in each of the participating countries, scaled as appropriate given the size of country.
1. As part of the SOI process, will the committee publish information related to the following?
   1) Identity of providers expressing interest
   2) Questions/answers
   3) Solution provider submissions
   Will the committee also publish information on its membership and representation?

   A: We will make available the following information as part of the SOI process. However, note that not all information will be made available immediately.
      1.) Identity of provider expressing interest (disclosed after completion of the entire selection process)
      2) A consolidated list of questions and their corresponding answers (first set published 5/24; second set published 5/31)
      3) Solution provider submissions will not be disclosed. However, a list of organizations and trade associations involved during the course of provider identification will be disclosed upon the completion of the process, so as to preserve the integrity of the process.

2. Will the successful solution provider be able to offer the LEI service as part one of their offerings, either on its own or combined with existing services?

   A: Successful solution provider(s) will be able to offer the LEI service as part of their offerings. However, this service must be offered to the public without fees for basic storage, access, cross-referencing or redistribution (Requirements Document, Section 9, Page 32). Value-added services based on the publicly available database can be freely developed and commercialized, assuming that these services are unbundled (i.e., separate from) and voluntary (i.e., not required to access and use LEI information).

3. Please describe in more detail the SOI evaluation process and the criteria that will be applied to assess solution providers.

   A: The criteria for assessing completeness and responsiveness include the “requirements” set forth in the LEI Requirements document and the “prerequisites” set forth in the LEI Solicitation of Interest (SOI, Section II, Prerequisites, Page 4). These criteria are based on the principles established by the regulators in their policy statements, as well as by the requirements developed by the industry representatives and trade associations described in the requirements document.

4. How will the Committee assess a submission on its LEI certification process?

   A: The criteria for assessing the annual certification process have been set forth in the LEI Requirements Document (Requirements Document, Section 7.2, Page 25). We are open to recommendations from the solution provider as to the optimal process for performing this certification in accordance with the Requirements Document and expect that this process will be detailed in the solution provider’s submission.

5. What are the criteria by which the Committee will assess whether a submission meets the requirements for “self-registration”?

   A: The assessment criteria for the self-registration process include the requirements set forth in the LEI Requirements Document (Requirements Document, Section 7.1, Page 24) and the “prerequisites” set forth in the LEI Solicitation of Interest (SOI, Section 1, Page 4).

6. Will corporations, as issuers and participants in financial markets, and global auditing firms, who are interested in the precise legal entity structures for their materiality attestation function, play a role in the evaluation process?

   A: The process participation has been wide-ranging with global industry participants. To date, 43 participating firms and 16 trade associations have been involved in developing the requirements and refining the process. All participants have strived to make the process as transparent and inclusive as possible by including members from all regions and industries. All stakeholders agree that the atmosphere of inclusivity and openness will be carried forward as we move towards identifying one or more solution provider(s).
7. If the committee ultimately recommends or endorses one of the proposed solutions, what will the process be to obtain consensus among the Committee decision-makers for this choice? If there is not unanimity, how will this be reported? What will be reported regarding the reasons for the final decision of the committee?

A: The group is not requiring a unanimous vote on the recommendation, but rather broad consensus from the group that established the initial requirements document. The group that developed the initial requirements document includes "representation from trade associations and financial services firms from a broad range of countries, representing many different types of financial industry participants" (LEI Solution Cover Letter, Page 1).

8. In our reading of the Requirements for a global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) solution published on the SIFMA website (Requirements for a Global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) Solution - May 2011), it appears that requirements for reference data (minimum data attributes) associated with LEIs for regulatory purposes are defined, but not the requirements for the structure and allocation of the LEI identifiers themselves. Is this a correct interpretation? Does the Committee or coalition of trade associations intend to define the requirements of the LEI identifiers themselves? If yes, when? If not, why not?

A: It is our expectation that the solution provider will draw on best practices and experience to define requirements and standards related to structure and allocation as part of their submission. For greater details on attribute definitions, metadata definitions and registration/distribution please refer the requirements document. (Requirements Document, Section 6.1, 6.2 & 6.3, Pages 21-22 and Section 7.1 & 7.3, Pages 24-25).

9. The Committee has not commented whether the LEI needs to have an extension of reference data beyond the minimum data attributes, so that it can be further used for financial institution business applications. What is the Committee’s point of view on this?

A: At present, we are only requiring the elements included in the requirements document (Requirements Document, Section 6.2, Page 20). Additional items may be added in the future as demand presents itself; however, all additional elements are subject to the oversight and the approval of the LEI Governance Body.

10. Beyond the LEI as requested by the OFR are two other definitions of unique, unambiguous and universal identifiers required by the US government. These are the Unique Counterparty Identifier (UCI) defined by the CFTC, and the Unique Identifier Code (UIC) defined by the SEC. The OFR, CFTC and SEC have stated their interest in satisfying all three required identifiers within a single construct. How does this SOI relate to the UCI and UIC?

A: We highly recommend that the LEI be used to satisfy the identifier requirements from the CFTC and the SEC. We promote a single, industry-wide LEI standard supported by all regulators globally. For further discussion, please see the “Critical Dependencies” section of the Requirements Document (Requirements Document, Section 4, Page 14).

11. Please comment on the usage of the term "LEI System" in the SOI document and whether the committee envisions the eventual solution to be a centralized OR a federated/distributed model.

A: We are committed to developing a solution that meets or exceeds the requirements detailed in the Requirements Document. To that end, we are open to both centralized and distributed/federated models as long as the model operates off a standardized LEI format with the required data attributes as outlined in the Requirements Document (Requirements Document, Section 6.2, Page 20)

12. “Fraud: Legal entity knowingly misrepresents its LE information.” and “Errors: Legal entity knowingly misrepresents its LE information.” (Section 7.5, Page 26). Is there a requirement for the LEI Solution provider to review and certify each submission prior to the entity being incorporated within the LEI solution (or at least for the entity to be appropriately flagged as
“Unverified”), or is the requirement merely that a series of systematic data checks and random manual spot checks on data quality sufficient to safeguard the data integrity of the LEI solution?

A: There are four main points in the end-to-end LEI Solution process that will allow for the LEI Solution provider to review and certify each submission to ensure data quality -- initial registration, corporate actions (when legal entity information changes), annual certification process and continual data quality assurance. Although “the legal entity itself has the ultimate responsibility for maintaining the accuracy of the data associated with its LEI” (Requirements Document, Section 7.2, Page 25) it is our expectation that the solution provider will propose and adopt necessary processes and support to verify information at all four of the above stages. Additional information on each of those stages are available in the Requirements Document in Section 7.1-7.5, Pages 24-26 respectively.

13. With regards to requirement for consumers to be able to raise a “Request for Review”, this provision may give rise to potential malicious or erroneous “Request for Review” submissions. (Section 7.4, Page 26) In order to reduce the occurrence of such would there be a requirement to provide an anonymised history of all previous challenges and responses/supporting documentation is of value?

A: We expect the solution providers to include in their response, decisions and the processes to react to these types of situations.

14. Please clarify “During an extended…..and an alternative mechanism for assigning LEIs to entities that are not required to have an LEI and choose not to self-register. If an entity is not required to have an LEI, then why would the Solution provider assign one? (Section 7.1, Page 24)

A: While a legal entity may not have a regulatory requirement to register for an LEI, the counterparties that it interacts with that do have regulatory reporting requirements may need to report transactions and/or to regulators with information about all parties to the trades. Thus, there will be a need for the assignment process for entities that themselves are not required to get an LEI if they are participating in certain financial markets. Per the Solicitation of Interest, “[Solution Providers] must be able to provide LEI issuance for both a self-registration model and have the capabilities to assign LEIs in cases where legal entities don't self-register with high data quality” (SOI, Section II, Prerequisites, Page 4).

15. How will the varying global regulatory bodies such as CFTC, OFR and SEC be harmonized?

A: In case of discrepancies, the regulators will collaborate among themselves and with the industry participants through normal regulatory channels to develop consensus.

16. “The data model will require metadata (including audit data), and should include, but not be limited to, the following classes: Certification data (e.g., date of last certification; name of certifier)” (Section 6.3, Page 21). Would the individual responsible for the submission or certification of an entity be required to be of a certain rank or responsibility within the organization and furthermore would they be required to provide full contact details at the point of submission?

A: The process of data quality assurance should be articulated in the solution provider's submission. We are open to recommendations and will assess the processes the provider intends to utilize in order to ensure the submission/registration process is robust and allows for the highest level of data quality.

17. “The data model will require metadata (including audit data), and should include, but not be limited to, the following classes: Certification data (e.g., date of last certification; name of certifier)” (Section 6.3, Page 21). Is there a requirement for an entity to submit limited, publically available documentation as part of the registration and validation process? As a proposal before an LEI submission or update is processed 2 forms of official documentation (from wide ranging list of possible documents -
dated within the past 3 months) is provided to the LEI Solution provider. Such document provision may assist greatly in ensuring accuracy whilst potentially preventing Duplication, Fraud, Errors, “Take Down” Attacks or “Spoofing” Attacks.

A: Please see response to #16

18. “The initial data model should require the following attributes: - Exact legal name” (Section 6.2, Page 20).
   a.) Particularly in non-US jurisdictions an entity may have multiple legal names; e.g. Nestle S.A. which has legally valid alternate names of Nestle AG and Nestle Ltd. In such scenarios is there an agreed best practice?
   b.) In relation to the above where an entity’s “Exact Legal Name” is not in an accepted latin-english format should this be translated and the original format of the name be stored and defined as a legally valid alternate name?

A: As stated in the requirements document, we expect the solution provider to develop a data model that is "based on internationally recognized standards and meets provisions required for international usage, including, but not limited to, address provisions (e.g., two address lines are not sufficient, postal codes frequently exceed 5 character); translation provision; and international standards (e.g., ISO Country Codes, Unicode standards). As the solution is implemented across global jurisdiction, the data model "should provide for the different requirements around international character sets" (Requirements Document, Section 6.2, Page 21).

Specifically, please address your approach as part of your response to questions within the "Data Standards/Model" category (SOI, Appendix B, "Data Standards/Model" Section, Question 2).

19. “The initial data model should require the following attributes: - Exact legal name” (Section 6.2, Page 20). In relation to the above where an entity’s “Exact Legal Name” is not in an accepted latin-english format should this be translated and the original format of the name be stored and defined as a legally valid alternate name?

A: Please see response to #18

20. “The LEI must allow for growth in the volume of identifiers without having to reuse numbers or change the structure.” (Section 6.1, Page 19). What is the approximate number of entities envisaged to be captured within the LEI database; 2, 5, 10 million?

A: Estimates put forward by the Linchpin Group in their LEI Report "indicate that within the United States, this universe would total between 500,000 and 2,000,000 entities" (Creating a Linchpin for Financial Data: The Need for a Legal Entity Identifier, Page 10). However, it is important to note that the proposed LEI solution must be built on the principles of extensibility to provide for the growth of the identifier as its usage expands.

21. “The LEI should follow a legal entity through its life regardless of corporate actions or other business or structural changes.” (Section 6.1, Page 19). Is there a requirement for a brief text-based event description or code to be utilized upon update e.g. “Update due to Name Change”, “Update due to relocation of Corporate Headquarters” thus providing a level of audit history/traceability?

A: Several characteristics of the LEI are ideal for the identifier to be useful to a large audience. The proposed data model includes metadata which supports auditing and database maintenance. The requirements document outlines minimum metadata classes, but is not limited to them. “Initially, the key guiding principle as to the scope of the data model is that it should include the minimum number of data elements required to assure the “uniqueness” of each legal entity. The greater the number of data elements, the increased likelihood that there will be errors and delays in the application process, as well as for errors caused by a failure to update” (Requirements Document, Section 6.2, Page 21).
However, we are open to solutions that may capture these additional event descriptors, provided they
have clear and concise definitions for each. For further information, please see section the

22. “The LEI should follow a legal entity through its life regardless of corporate actions or other
business or structural changes.” (Section 6.1, Page 19). Is there a requirement to capture
additional data on significant events such bankruptcy or insolvency e.g. Event Date, Event
Type, Emergence from Bankruptcy?
A: Please see response to #21

23. The requirements document states on Page 33 "Value-added services based on the publically
available database can be freely developed and commercialized by third parties, assuming
these services are unbundled (i.e., separate from) and voluntary (i.e., not required to access and
use LEI information). “ To clarify, this would seem to indicate that any company, not just the
LEI provider, could develop and market for-profit services. To the extent such companies need
access to data other than from the free internet-based site, would the LEI provider be able to
participate (partner) with these 3rd parties and/or charge a premium for providing such access?
A: Firms and 3rd party vendors are free to use the data however they see fit as the data itself does not
have restrictions on reuse or redistribution. However, if firms or vendors receive data through services
beyond what is considered "basic", then premium pricing is possible. Such potential future requests for
data would be subject to consideration and approval by the LEI Governance Body. Per the
requirements document, "Given expected varying levels of consumption, the LEI Governance
Committee also requires the ability to approve a reasonable fee structure for consumers requiring
services beyond the free interface to cover the costs of such services. Such a fee structure will be
established to ensure the basic annual fee is kept to the lowest amount possible for LEI registrants that
have limited financial market activity and have little or no need of services beyond obtaining an
LEI...the LEI Governance Committee shall conduct an independent study or engage appropriate
experts to confirm that a fixed or other fee structure is feasible and sustainable to cover the LEI costs”

24. What is the expectation of how quickly the LEI Service provider can recover the startup
expenses of developing a LEI solution?
A: We expect that the solution provider will make this assessment as the time to recover startup costs will
vary by proposed solution.

25. Given local government data privacy issues and local data access issues does the data center
need to be in known multiple locations, or in a specific geographic region?
A: There are no specific location requirements as long as “the physical location of the LEI database, as
well as the access rights to the information contained within it, must consider and comply with local
regulations relating to data privacy and data access issues” (Requirements Document, Section 8.2,
Page 30). We thus expect the solution providers to leverage their considerable international experience
and accepted best practices to develop possible options and submit as part of this response.

26. The Committee has not commented about LEI operational implementation. Will it, and when? If
not, why not?
A: Implementation dates will be determined by regulatory reporting requirements as they are developed
and finalized by the regulatory community around the globe. However, per the Solicitation of Interest,
general expectation for issuing includes solution provider being "able to issue, register and maintain
entity identifiers within 12 months” (Requirements Document, Section 1, Page 4).
27. How many languages are required for the support of this service? Please provide the list, if it is defined.

A: We are advocating the creation of a global LEI solution, and having multiple language functionality and the ability to use multiple character sets as necessary has been identified as critical for international viability. However, no list of languages has been defined- the languages required may expand through phased global roll-out.

28. The SOI states the Committee's intent of "recommending and/or endorsing the solution provider(s) to the OFR and regulators around the globe". Has the OFR, SEC, CFTC, or any other regulator in the U.S. or around the globe given the Committee a specific role in the regular decision-making process? If so, please explain.

A: The regulatory community has expressed its desire for the industry to identify such a solution through a consensus process; the Treasury has laid out this recommendation in its initial policy statement on the issue. Per the Treasury OFR policy, "To support the Council in identifying connections among market participants and monitoring systemic risk, the Office intends to standardize how parties to financial contracts are identified in the data it collects on behalf of the Council. The Office is issuing a statement of policy regarding its preference to adopt through rulemaking a universal standard for identifying parties to financial contracts that is established and implemented by private industry and other relevant stakeholders through a consensus process" (OFR Statement on Legal Entity Identification for Financial Contracts, Page 1). Our process is designed to deliver that recommendation to the regulatory community.

29. Can you develop further the responsibilities of the LEI Solution Provider with regards to working with global regulators and the LEI GC to fully require and enforce self-registration?

A: It will be the responsibility of the regulators, the LEI Governance Body and the financial firms themselves to enforce the use of the LEI as described in the Requirements document. "The success of the LEI solution expressly depends upon the coordination and next steps of the regulatory community as well as members of the global financial services industry...The success of the LEI Solution relies on regulators from every part of the world requiring the use of the same LEI standard in their rulemaking and reporting requirements...The consistent adoption and use of the new LEI standard will require the support of the regulators through their existing oversight and enforcement mandates" (Requirements Document, Section 4, Page 14).

30. The LEI Solution provider should take reasonable steps to ensure corporate actions are proactively monitored and maintained." (Section 7.2, Page 25). Where an entity has been found not to have updated the LEI Solution provider with the required data is there an agreed escalation process by which an errors or omissions can be addressed, particularly in circumstances where the filing entity is unwilling or unable to provide revised data?

A: Please see response to #16

31. “The LEI Solution provider should take reasonable steps to ensure corporate actions are proactively monitored and maintained.” (Section 7.2, Page 25). Are there penalties envisioned for entities that do not report within the 24-hr window and what authority or organization is responsible?

A: Specific details around the amount and frequency of the penalties involved have not yet been defined. However, it is assumed at this time that regulators will be expected to enforce and levy the penalty system. The requirements document states that "the legal entity must update the relevant information in the LEI database,...however, the legal entity can populate the data change prior to the effective date using the "as will be" versioning functionality" (Requirements Document, Section 7.2, Page 25). For
additional information, please see the "Compliance" section of the Trade Associations’ Requirements Document (Requirements Document, Section 11, Page 35).

32. Please clarify the enforcement agency responsible to insure the following “Issuer and Reference Entity registration should take place as part of the underwriting process”. (Section 7.1, Page 24)

A: Agencies involved and with responsibility for enforcement will evolve as the mandate to use LEIs expands through phased implementation. For a further discussion, please see the "Critical Dependencies" section of the Requirements Document (Requirements Document, Section 4, Page 14). The requirements document states (Requirements Document, Section 7.1, Page 24) that "The LEI Solution Provider over time shall work with the global regulators and the LEI governance committee to fully enforce self-registration".
Solicitation of Interest Q&A

Responses to Questions Round 2
1. The executive summary calls for the solution providers to define their firm type in the executive summary. Do all solution providers need to fall into one of three types or are there additional options?

A: Per the Solicitation of Interest, the core focus of this initiative is to "identify one or more solution providers who, individually or collectively, can build the LEI system capable of meeting or exceeding the expectations outlined in the requirements document" (SOI, Section I.2, Page 3). Therefore, the focus at the current time is actually identifying solution providers that represent at least one of the three defined solution provider types per the Requirements Document (LEI Standard, LEI Issuer, LEI Facilities Manager) (Requirements Document, Section 8.2, Page 31).

2. The executive summary calls for a firm to specifically determine if they are in one of three categories. Are we limited to only these three categories?

A: See response to #1

3. Do you anticipate the data standards to be designed based on global users participation?

A: Yes. The requirements document states the need for a data standard that is recognized by an internationally accepted standards body. Per the Requirements Document, "The LEI Solution should serve as the internationally recognized data standard for the identification of legal entities, provided that data standard includes at least the following: Persistent, Neutral, Singular, Unique, Extensible (Scalable), Structurally Fixed" (Requirements Document, Section 6.1, Page 19).

4. The stability of financial markets has far reaching implications on business beyond financial institutions. Is there any intention to include other stakeholders in the SOI evaluation process (e.g. issuers, auditors?)

A: The evaluation process is led by "both market participants and trade associations" (Requirements Document, Section 3.3, Page 8). The evaluation committee composition is balanced to ensure that representation across functional expertise, firms and geographical regions.

5. Since the SOI Selection will have an impact on the financial services industry, governments and regulators, both domestically and globally, will the detail supporting the SOI selection process and decision be shared publicly? Such detail, borrowing from current transparency notions involved in the government's own LEI, UIC, UCI solicitation of interests processes, would include:

- The criteria or evaluation process applied to measure each response against the stated requirements, and the content of all received submissions.

- The content of all received submissions.

A: There are currently no plans to release the content of the solution provider submissions in public domain due to non-public, competitive, and proprietary information included therein.

As to the details of the evaluation process itself, a high level summary is below. Greater details as deemed appropriate by industry's LEI Steering Committee will be published upon the completion of the provider(s) identification process so as to allow providers to develop innovative and broad solutions.

High Level Summary of the Evaluation Process: As part of the evaluation process provider submissions will be anonymized and assessed on prerequisites (SOI, Section II.1, page 4), supplier profile (SOI, Section III, page 7) and the questions detailed in Appendix B (SOI, Appendix B, page9). Appropriate qualitative and quantitative measures will be applied, as agreed to by Industry's Evaluation and Steering Committees (the Committees), to develop a short list of solution providers such that they meet/exceed requirements detailed in the Requirements Document. The short-listed solution providers will subsequently be called for in-person demonstration/presentation, following which the industry's LEI Steering Committee will identify and recommend one or more solution providers to the regulatory agencies across the globe. As part of the
evaluation process, the Committees intend to engage a Regional Trade Association Group, a Regulator Group, and an Other International Trade Association Group to consider the short-listed solution providers and provide feedback on an advisory basis to ensure the evaluation considers a very broad set of perspectives.

6. If the decision is to not share the detail supporting the SOI selection process, please explain your reasoning for this approach.

A: See response to #5

7. There are broadly held opinions in the Financial Services industry that the challenges facing the industry go well beyond an LEI identification solution. Does the committee intent to address other identification and referential data industry challenges either as part of the SOI process or in the future?

A: The LEI initiative is solely focused on creating a solution for the "clear unambiguous identification of parties and counterparties involved in all financial activities" (Linchpin Group LEI Report, "Executive Summary", Page 3). This fundamental piece of reference data will help enable organizations to more effectively measure and manage counterparty exposure, while providing substantial operational efficiencies and customer service improvements to the industry" (Requirements Document, Section 3.1, Page 7). The Trade Association Group is not addressing other pieces of reference data at this time.

Hence, at this time and through this current initiative, the industry's LEI Steering Committee is "looking to identify one or more solution providers who, individually or collectively, can build the LEI system capable of meeting or exceeding the requirements detailed in the Requirements Document with the intent of recommending and/or endorsing the solution provider(s) to the OFR and regulators around the globe" (SOI, Section I-2, Page 3).

Please note however, that as part of the submission, the Solution Provider must demonstrate that the proposed solution is extensible to accommodate future requests for other identification and reference data needs -- "The Trade Associations have drafted this [Requirements Document] with the explicit intent that the LEI Solution is capable of expanding to meet future regulatory requirements"(Requirements Document, Section 4, page 14). This flexibility on behalf of the solution provider is critical to support certain data elements which may be required by regulators as rulemaking in this area remains pending.

Also, please note that in the future, when the industry addresses these needs, appropriate set of stakeholders will be engaged to ensure right set of requirements are developed and agreed to.

8. Regarding the LEI operational implementation, is it the ultimate intention of the committee to enter into a contractual agreement on behalf of the industry with a standards body and/or solution provider and/or LEI systems operator? This information would be very helpful to prepare our response.

A: As discussed in the Solicitation of Interest document, the focus of the current initiative is on "recommending and/or endorsing the solution provider(s) to the OFR and regulators around the globe" (SOI, Section I-2, Page 3). The Trade Association Group will not enter into a contract(s) with the LEI solution provider(s). This is not our role. The mandate for use of the LEI will come from the global regulatory community, country by country, and firms with regulatory reporting requirements will then contract with the LEI solution provider(s) to obtain an LEI.

9. Question #3 in the "Data Model" section of Appendix B of the SOI states "Explain how the proposed data standards will adhere to the principles detailed in the business requirements document." Specifically, which principles are you referring to?

A: Per the Requirements Document's "Data Model" section, the principles that are being referred to include identifier aspects as outlined in Section 6.1. Per the Requirements Document, “The LEI Solution should serve as the internationally recognized data standard for the identification of legal entities, provided that
data standard includes at least the following: Persistent, Neutral, Singular, Unique, Extensible (Scalable), Structurally Fixed" (Requirements Document, Section 6.1, Page 19).
Thank you for inviting GS1 to submit our response to the Global SOI Steering Committee (the Committee) to explain how GS1, its 108 member organizations around the world, and the GS1 System not only meets, but exceeds the requirements for a global LEI solution as outlined in the document issued by the coalition of global financial-services trade associations on May 3, 2011 (Global Legal Entity Identifier Solicitation of Interest).

We agree wholeheartedly that the accurate and unambiguous identification of legal entities participating in financial markets is foundational and critically important toward the improved measurement and monitoring of systemic risk by financial institutions, regulators and supervisors. We are eager to demonstrate why the GS1 System is an excellent fit to become the industry’s solution in our final response due to the Committee on June 3, 2011.

In the meantime, below you will find our initial round of questions for the Committee. We look forward to your responses. If you require additional clarification, please do not hesitate to contact Bob Carpenter at GS1 at telephone 609.620.4565 or email bcarpenter@gs1us.org. Again, thank you for your efforts to continue coordinating industry activities.

+++  

1. In the interests of an open and transparent process on behalf of the industry, GS1 would like to confirm whether and when the Committee will publish the following:

- The identities of the organizations that express their intent to respond to the SOI;
- All questions submitted by respondents to the committee in each of the two submission periods;
- The committee’s corresponding answers to all questions submitted by respondents;
- Final submissions received; and
- The names and affiliations of the individuals on the Committee who will be responsible for evaluating responses to the SOI and preparing recommendations and/or endorsements to the OFR and regulators around the globe.

If the above aspects within the submission process will not be published, can the Committee explain why?

2. In the SOI, you explain that each response will be assessed for completeness and responsiveness. Beyond those broad categories, can you please describe in more
detail the process for evaluating responses to the SOI and the criteria that will be applied?

3. If the Committee ultimately recommends or endorses one of the proposed solutions, what will the process be to obtain consensus among the Committee decision-makers for this choice? If there is not unanimity, how will this be reported? What will be reported regarding the reasons for the final decision of the Committee?

4. The SOI states the Committee’s intent of "recommending and/or endorsing the solution provider(s) to the OFR and regulators around the globe." Has the OFR, SEC, CFTC, or any other regulator in the U.S. or around the globe given the Committee a specific role in the regulator decision-making process? If so, please explain.

5. If discrepancies are found between the requirements of the CFTC, OFR and SEC and the SOI, how will such discrepancies be addressed?

6. Will corporations, as issuers and participants in financial markets, and global auditing firms, who are interested in precise legal entity structures for their materiality attestation function, play a role in the evaluation process?

7. In our reading of the Requirements for a global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) solution published on the SIFMA website (Requirements for a Global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) Solution - May 2011), it appears that requirements for reference data (minimum data attributes) associated with LEIs for regulatory purposes are defined, but not the requirements for the structure and allocation of the LEI identifiers themselves. Is this a correct interpretation? Does the Committee or coalition of trade associations intend to define the requirements of the LEI identifiers themselves? If yes, when? If not, why not?

8. The Committee has not commented whether the LEI needs to have an extension of reference data beyond the minimum data attributes, so that it can be further used for financial institution business applications. What is the Committee’s point of view on this?

9. Beyond the LEI as requested by the OFR are two other definitions of unique, unambiguous and universal identifiers required by the US government. These are the Unique Counterparty Identifier (UCI) defined by the CFTC, and the Unique Identifier Code (UIC) defined by the SEC. The OFR, CFTC and SEC have stated their interest in satisfying all three required identifiers within a single construct. How does this SOI relate to the UCI and UIC?
10. The SOI uses the term “LEI system,” a term that is not defined in the SOI or mentioned in the SIFMA requirements document. Section 2 of the SOI could be read to imply that an LEI system is a single information system built by a single solution provider or solution provider group. Precedents exist in other industries for identification systems and reference data to be maintained through a network of federated systems operating in accordance with worldwide industry standards. Has the committee assumed that an “LEI system” should be a single centralized system, excluding the possibility of a federated or distributed model? If so, what is the justification for that assumption, given that neither the SIFMA requirements document nor the statements issued by the OFR and other regulators define the “LEI system” so narrowly?

11. What are the criteria by which the Committee will assess whether a submission meets the requirements for “certification”?

12. What are the criteria by which the Committee will assess whether a submission meets the requirements for “self-registration”?

13. The Committee has not commented about LEI operational implementation. Will it, and when? If not, why not?
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Thank you for responding to the first round of questions submitted by GS1 to the Global SOI Steering Committee (the Committee). The answers provided were helpful and appreciated.

Below you will find our follow-up round of questions for the Committee. We look forward to your responses. If you require additional clarification, please do not hesitate to contact Bob Carpenter at GS1 at telephone 609.620.4565 or email bcarpenter@gs1us.org. Again, thank you for your efforts to continue coordinating industry activities.

+++ 

1. The stability of financial markets has far reaching implications on business beyond financial institutions. Is there any intention to include other stakeholders in the SOI evaluation process (e.g. issuers, auditors)?

2. Since the SOI selection will have an impact on the financial services industry, governments and regulators, both domestically and globally, will the detail supporting the SOI selection process and decision be shared publicly? Such detail, borrowing from current transparency notions involved in the government's own LEI, UIC, UCI solicitation of interests processes, would include:
   a. The criteria or evaluation process applied to measure each response against the stated requirements, and the content of all received submissions.
   b. The content of all received submissions.

3. If the decision is to not share the detail supporting the SOI selection process, please explain your reasoning for this approach.

4. There are broadly held opinions in the Financial Services industry that the challenges facing the industry go well beyond a LEI identification solution. Does the committee intend to address other identification and referential data industry challenges either as part of the SOI process or in the future?

5. Regarding the LEI operational implementation, is it the ultimate intention of the committee to enter into a contractual agreement on behalf of the industry with a standards body and/or solution provider and/or LEI systems operator? This information would be very helpful to prepare our response.

6. Question # 3 in the "Data Model" section of Appendix B of the SOI states "Explain how the proposed data standards will adhere to the principles detailed in the business requirements document." Specifically, which principles are you referring to?
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